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ICQNM 2014
Foreword
The Eighth International Conference on Quantum, Nano and Micro Technologies
(ICQNM 2014), held between November 16-20, 2014 in Lisbon, Portugal, continued a series of
events covering particularly promising theories and technologies. The conference covered
fundamentals on designing, implementing, testing, validating and maintaining various kinds of
materials, systems, techniques and mechanisms related to quantum-, nano- and microtechnologies.
Quantum technologies and nano technologies have a great potential to transform
communications telecommunications infrastructure and communication protocols, and
computers and networking devices. Nanotechnologies and micro-technologies already made
their mark on smart materials, nano-medicine, nano-devices, molecular manufacturing,
biotechnology, metrology, airspace.
The advancements in material science and computer science have allowed the building,
launching and deploying of space exploration systems that continually do more and more as
they become smaller and lighter. As an example, carbon nano-tubes have been created that are
250 times stronger than steel, 10 times lighter, and transparent. Similar advances are occurring
in glass, plastics and concrete. Spacecraft are being launched, with hulls that are composed of
carbon fibers, a light weight high strength material.
Electronic devices, medicine, environment, metrology, aerospace programs, clothes and
materials, telecommunications, cryptography, semiconductors, manufacturing, and other
domains are impacted by the progress on the areas mentioned above. Particularly, micro
imaging, nano-medicine: (drug delivery; nano-particles i.e. viruses; proteins.), bionanostructures: (nano-tubes, nano-particles), microsystems, micro fluidics: (including nanofluidics, modeling; fabrication and application), micro instrumentation / implantable
microdevices (miniaturized bio-electronic systems, etc.) and micro sensors benefits from the
progress on quantum, nano and micro technologies.
Developing nanoscale-manufactured robots presents fabrication and control challenges.
The evolution of mechatronics system and robotic system requires advanced functions for
control. Special methods and technologies have been developed to design, analyze, build,
controls, and apply micro/nano-robotic systems for biotechnology, medical, information
technology, materials, etc. A particular application of nano-robots would be in carrying out
projects in hostile environments, utilizing local materials and local energy. Ultra-miniature
robotic systems and nano-mechanical devices will be the biomolecular electro-mechanical
hardware of future manufacturing and biomedical industry.
Nowadays, there are tremendous attempts to develop new bio-molecular machines,
components that can be assembled in nano-devices. Bio-robotics entities are able to
manipulate the nano-world components, convey information from the nano/nano to the
nano/macro world and navigate at the nano-environment level. Additionally, they are able to
self replicate, leading to the bio-robot factory. Protein-based nano-motors and nano-robots, as
well as biomolecular components interfaces.

Quantum cryptography uses the uncertainty principle of quantum physics to provide a
safe but public means for transmitting vital, secret information. A quantum public key
distribution system depends on the uncertainty principle to ensure secrecy. Special protocols
correlations and composability algorithms ensure similar functionality as in non-quantum
systems. The security related tracks cover a series of events focusing on quantum security
aspects. On the quantum protocol side, automated proofs of security and probabilistic modelchecking methods have been suggested. Research teams focus on quantum key distribution
and aspects related to key composability and correlations. Limitations are mainly related to
physical devices and polarization control.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICQNM 2014
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high
quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to
ICQNM 2014. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program
consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ICQNM 2014 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional
meeting a success.
We hope that ICQNM 2014 was a successful international forum for the exchange of
ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in
quantum, nano and micro technologies.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very
open. We hope Lisbon provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone
saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Abstract—Quantum key distribution (QKD) draws security from
the ability to detect eavesdroppers upon the incident of “unnaturally high” quantum bit error rates (QBER) during the protocol.
This presumes that a working QKD device implementation needs
to be calibrated with its own individual and characteristic channel
noise that is observed in any case, especially when there is no
eavesdropper. This natural noise level inﬂuences the idle QBER,
and is in turn dependent on the device’s working conditions. This
work describes a statistical approach to construct a model that
can be used to continuously compute the normal QBER, based
on current (and changing) working conditions. The model is thus
meant as a tool to reﬁne the theoretical QBER threshold speciﬁc
to the given QKD protocol, based on empirical data obtained
under the given environmental conditions. More importantly, it
allows the QKD-device to self-recalibrate under changing working
conditions.
Keywords–copula; estimation; quantum network; quantum devices; statistics

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The unique feature of quantum key distribution (QKD) is
its ability to detect passive eavesdropping. This remarkable
ability rests on a fundamental result of quantum physics that
rules out the possibility of creating a perfect copy of a single
photon [1]. Consequently, passive eavesdropping attempts will
unavoidably introduce errors on a quantum channel that would
otherwise deliver quantum bits (qubits, photons) under some
speciﬁc and characteristic channel noise and error frequency.
Recent experimental ﬁndings on the quantum key distribution network demonstrated as the result of the EU project
SECOQC (summarized in [2]) raised the question of how
much environmental inﬂuences affect the “natural” quantum
bit (qubit) error rate (QBER) observed on a quantum line that
is not under eavesdropping attacks. A measurement sample
reported in [3] was used to gain ﬁrst insights in the problem,
but the deeper mechanisms of dependency between QBER
and the device’s working conditions have not been modeled
comprehensively up to now.
The desire of having a model that explains how the QBER
depends on environmental parameters like temperature, humidity, radiation, etc. is motivated by the problem of ﬁnding a good
calibration of QKD devices, so that the channel performance
is maximized. Unfortunately, with the QBER being known
to depend on non-cryptographic parameters, it is difﬁcult to
give reasonable threshold ﬁgures that distinguish the natural
error level from that induced by a passive eavesdropping.
We spare the technical details on how a QBER threshold is
determined for a given QKD protocol here (that procedure is
speciﬁc for each known QKD protocol and implementation),
and focus our attention on a statistical approach to obtain a
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model of interplay between the qubit error rate and various
environmental parameters.
To this end, we utilize a general tool of probability theory,
a copula function, to separate the parameter model (probability distribution of a single environment parameter) from the
interdependency model (which is the copula function). In that
regard, we use Section II to refresh the reader’s memory on
copula theory to the extent required here to get to the point
where we can give effective methods to infer an expected qubit
error rate upon known external inﬂuence parameters.
More precisely, our work addresses the following problem:
given the current working conditions of a QKD device, what
would the natural qubit error rate be, whose transgression
would indicate the presence of an eavesdropper? The basic
intention behind this research is aiding practical implementations of QKD-enhanced networks, where our models provide a
statistically grounded help to react on changing environmental
conditions. The remainder of this work is structured as follows:
after theoretical groundwork in Section II, we move on by
showing how to use empirical data (measurements) drawn
from a given device to construct an interdependency model
that explains how the QBER and other variables mutually
depend on one another. Section IV then describes how to
single out the QBER from this overall dependency structure
towards computing the expected error rate from the remaining
variables. The concluding Section V summarizes the procedure
and provides ﬁnal remarks.
Related Work
Surprisingly, there seem to be only few publications paying
attention to statistical dependencies of cryptographic parameters and the working conditions of a real device, such as
[3], [4]. While most experimental implementations of QKD,
such as [2], [5]–[8] give quite a number of details on device
parameters, optimizations of these are mostly out of focus. An
interesting direction of research is towards becoming “deviceindependent” [9], [10], which to some extent may relieve
issues of hacking detection facilities, yet leaves the problem
of optimal device conﬁguration nevertheless open. The idea of
self-adaptation is not new and has already seen applications
in the quantum world [11]–[13] including the concept of
copulas, applications of the latter to the end of self-adaption
remain a seemingly new ﬁeld of research. Copulas have been
successfully applied to various problems of explaining and
exploiting dependencies among various risk factors (related to
general system security [14], [15]), and the goal of this work
is taking ﬁrst steps in a study of their applicability in the yet
unexplored area of self-conﬁguring quantum devices.
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II. P RELIMINARIES AND N OTATION
We denote random variables by uppercase Latin letters
(X, Z, . . .), and let matrices be uppercase Greek or boldprinted Latin letters (Σ, D, . . .). The symbol X ∼ F (x)
denotes the fact that the random variable X has the distribution
function F . For each such distribution, we let the corresponding lower-case letter denote its density function, i.e., f in the
example case.
For self-containment of our presentation, we give a short
overview of the most essential facts about copulas that we are
going to use, as for a more detailed introduction we refer to
[16].
Deﬁnition II.1. A copula is a (n-dimensional) distribution
function C : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] with uniform marginal distributions.
Especially, a copula satisﬁes the following properties:
Lemma II.1.
1) For every u1 , . . . , un ∈ [0, 1],
C(u1 , . . . , un ) = 0 if at least one of the arguments
is zero and
2) C(u1 , . . . , un ) = ui if uj = 1 for all j = i.
A family of copulas that leads to handy models in higher
dimensions is known as the family of Archimedean copulas,
of which many extensions exist.
Deﬁnition II.2. An Archimedean copula is determined by the
so called generator function φ(x) via
C(u1 , . . . , un ) = φ−1 (φ(u1 ) + . . . + φ(un )).

(−1)i φ(i) (t) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2
for all t ∈ [0, ∞).
As one of the cornerstones in copula theory, Sklårs theorem connects these functions to the relationship between n
univariate distribution functions and their joint (multivariate)
distribution:
Proposition II.2. Let the random variables X1 , . . . , Xn have
distribution functions F1 , . . . , Fn respectively and let H be
their joint distribution function. Then there exists a copula C
such that
H(x1 , . . . , xn ) = C(F1 (x1 ), . . . , Fn (xn ))
for all xi , . . . , xn ∈ R.
If all the Fi s are continuous, then the copula C is unique.
The usefulness of this result lies in the fact that the joint
distribution function of X1 , . . . , Xn can be decomposed into n
univariate functions F1 , . . . , Fn that describe the behaviour of
the individual variables and another component (namely the
function C) that describes the dependence structure, which
allows to model them independently.
Turning things around it is also possible to extract the
dependence structure from the marginal distributions Fi and
the joint distribution H via
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(2)

where Fi−1 (u) denotes the pseudo-inverse
given by Fi−1 (u) = sup{x|Fi (x) ≤ u}.

of Fi (x), which is
A special case of
this connection between Copula and random variables leads an
alternative characterization of independence, which is usually
written as H(x1 , . . . , xn ) = F1 (x1 ) · . . . · Fn (xn ).
Example II.3. If the (unique) copula from (2) turns out to
be the product copula C(u1 , . . . , un ) = u1 · . . . · un , then the
random variables X1 , . . . , Xn are independent.

III. A C OPULA M ODEL OF THE QKD NETWORK
A. Summary of the Data
A summary of the results obtained from an implemented
QKD network in Vienna [2] can be found in [4]. The following
quantities were measured and are used here (abbreviation
in brackets): qubit error rate in percentage terms (QBER),
air temperature (TEMP), relative humidity (HUM), sunshine
duration in seconds (DUR), global radiation in watt/m2 (RAD).
Since we are here focusing on the relationship between
QBER and environmental quantities, we only use data that
were measured on the same device to avoid getting biased
results. The quantiles of our sample of size n = 276 are
displayed in Table I.
TABLE I. Quantiles of measured quantities

(1)

The generator function φ : [0, 1] → [0, ∞] has to satisfy
φ(1) = 0 and φ(∞) = 0, furthermore, φ has to be nmonotone, i.e., to be differentiable up to order n − 2 with
(−1)n−2 φ(n−2) (t) being nondecreasing and convex and

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2014.

C(u1 , . . . , un ) = H(F1−1 (u1 ), . . . , Fn−1 (un ))

QBER
TEMP
HUM
DUR
RAD

min
98.00
117.00
71.00
0.00
0.00

q0.25
132.75
134.75
80.00
0.00
0.00

median
147.00
148.00
84.00
0.00
0.00

q0.75
163.00
163.00
91.00
0.00
146.00

max
212.00
184.00
93.00
600.00
539.00

Throughout the rest of the paper, let D denote the data
matrix that comprises the entirety of samples as a table whose
headings correspond to the row labels in Table I. Thus, the
matrix D is of shape (n×5) for our n = 276 samples, and has
entries (X1 , . . . , X5 ) modeling the measurements of (QBER,
TEMP, HUM, DUR, RAD) as random variables.
B. Building up a Model
Mainly interested in the dependence structure, we do not
make explicit assumptions about the distributions of each
quantity but rather use their empirical distribution to transform
them into pseudo-observations U1 , . . . , Un that are uniform
(0, 1)-distributed. A basic ﬁrst choice is to consider a multidimensional copula C that models the joint distribution H of
all the quantities via H(x1 , . . . , xn ) = C(U1 , . . . , Un ). Fitting
a copula is usually done by maximizing the log-likelihood
function
(x1 , . . . , xn ) = log [c (u1 , . . . , un )] ,
with c denoting the density of the copula C. In a general setting, this can easily become infeasible in our ﬁve-dimensional
case, so we ﬁrst choose a parametric family Cθ of copulas and
then seek the parameter θ that maximizes the one-dimensional
function
(θ) = log [cθ (u1 , . . . , un )] .
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Figure 1. Pairwise correlations among variables

C(u1 , . . . , un ) =
−1
φ−1
n−1 [φn−1 (. . . [φ2 (φ1 [φ1 (u1 ) + φ1 (u2 )] + φ2 (u3 )]
+ . . . + φn−2 (un−1 )) + φn−1 (un ))],

(3)

where the occurring generator functions φ1 , . . . , φn−1 may
come from different families of Archimedean copulas.
All in all, the dependence structure is determined by n − 1
As for the parametric family, we ﬁrst choose the Gumbel
parameters
(instead of just one as in the model above) and
copula, which is generated by φ(t) = (− ln(t))θ , yielding
there are n(n−1)
different bivariate margins.
2


The
partially
nested
copula may be deﬁned similarly, for
C(u1 , . . . , un ) = exp −[(− ln(u1 ))θ + . . . + (− ln(un ))θ ]1/θ . reasons of clarity and comprehensibility we here give the
expression for n = 4, corresponding to the case shown in
the right side of Figure 2:
A p-value of zero clearly shows that this model is not
−1
C(u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ) =φ−1
21 [φ21 (φ11 [φ11 (u1 ) + φ11 (u2 )]
describing the data properly.
(4)
+ φ21 (φ−1
12 [φ12 (u3 ) + φ12 (u4 )])],
The above model is simple to construct and to use but it
where the generator φij is from the jth copula on the ith level,
also has its weaknesses: ﬁrstly it describes the behaviour of
usually denoted by Cij .
ﬁve random variables with just one number and secondly its
components are all exchangeable. Taking a closer look at the
Finding a suitable nested copula model may quickly bepairwise correlations of the considered quantities (see Figure
come laborious since one might have to check all possible
1) shows that this exchangeability is not fulﬁlled in our case.
subsets of variables and compare the goodness of ﬁt of the
corresponding estimated copula. Handling this problem in R,
To take care of possibly different correlations among the
one may use the package HAC, introduced in [17]. In our case,
occurring variables, we consider a more ﬂexible model called
we ﬁnd that a suitable model consists of four two-dimensional
nested copulas (sometimes also called hierarchical copulas)
Gumbel copulas, which are deﬁned as follows:
which is often used in ﬁnance, see for example [14]. The basic
idea of a nested copula model is to use several copulas at
Deﬁnition III.1. A Gumbel copula is an Archimedean copula
different levels to describe the relation between the variables.
that is generated by
For clarity of such a hierarchically constructed probability
distribution, we use a graphical tree-notation like shown in
Figure 2 to “depict” the (otherwise complicated) distribution
function. To formally specify the latter, we introduce some
notational conventions: at each level  ∈ 1, . . . , L (counting
bottom-up in the hierarchy tree) we have n copulas, where
C,j , j ∈ 1, . . . , n , is the j−th copula at level . Further,
every copula C,j has dimension d,j that gives the number of
arguments ui that directly or indirectly enter this copula.
Two special cases are shown in Figure 2 for the fourdimensional case: the fully nested copula which adds one
dimension at each step (left side) and a partially nested copula
where the number of copula decreases at each level (right side).
Formally, a fully nested copula is deﬁned by

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2014.
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φ(t) = (− ln(t))θ
for θ ≥ 1.
In the two-dimensional case, the copula is explicitly given by
 
 θ1 
θ
θ
C(u, v) = exp − (− ln(u)) + (− ln(v))
(5)
for u, v ∈ [0, 1].
The dependence structure between the considered quantities is shown in Figure 3.
It is known that in a nested copula model with a Gumbel
generator the parameters have to decrease with the level (see
[14] for fully nested copulas and [18] for the general case).
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Figure 3. Dependence structure for HAC model

Since in our case the parameters on the upper levels are rather
close, we consider a modiﬁcation of this model by allowing to
aggregate Copulas whose parameters do not differ too much.
A justiﬁcation for this approach is the close relation between
the parameter θ of the generator and Kendall’s tau τ , which is
connected to copulas via

τ =4
C(u, v)dC(u, v) − 1.
(6)
[0,1]2

For Archimedean copulas with generator function φ(t), it was
shown in [16] that (6) simpliﬁes to
 1
φ(t)
τ =1+4
dt,
(7)
 (t)
φ
0
which for the Gumbel copula leads to
 1
(− log(t))θ · t
τ =1−4
dt
θ−1
0 θ(− log(t))
1
=1− .
θ
Hence if the parameters of two subsequent copulas are close,
so is their dependence when characterized through Kendall’s
τ and it might be beneﬁcial to model the affected variables
with only one copula.
In order to get an impression on how suitable each of the
above models is, we adapted the bootstrapping goodness of ﬁt
test [19] that was used in the case of a one-parametric copula
to the estimation of nested copulas.
In our ﬁrst 200 trial tests, each of which with a sample size
of N = 1000 and a conﬁdence level of 0.95, we never got a
positive p-value if the tolerance is set to zero. When copulas
are allowed to be aggregated, a p-value of 0.014 was found
once, which still leads to rejection of the null hypothesis that
the data at hand are drawn from a distribution given through
this copula. This indicates that some preconditioning of the
data matrix might be necessary to get a good ﬁt. One solution
for such a preprocessing is described in the next Section.
C. Preconditioning Towards Better Fits
As indicated by our quantum network data, it may occasionally be the case that none of the tried copula-models
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models the data satisfactorily. More precisely, existing software
packages for copula ﬁtting (such as HAC in R) assume positive
correlations between all variables of interest. Unfortunately,
our experimental QKD prototype supplied data exhibiting
negative correlations amongst some of the observed variables.
In order to ﬁx this, we can apply a linear transformation M
to the data matrix D in order to make all pairwise correlations
in the transformed data matrix M · D strictly positive. To this
end, consider the Cholesky-decomposition of the covariance
matrix Σ of the data D, given as Σ = LT · L = LT · I · L. By
the linearity properties of covariance, it is easy to check that
the covariance matrix of D · L−1 is the identity matrix, having
zero-correlations among all pairwise distinct variables. It is
then a simple matter of multiplication with another invertible
matrix (with low condition number to avoid numerical roundoff-errors in the inverse transform) with all strictly positive
entries to artiﬁcially introduce positive correlations, as required
in the copula ﬁtting process. Given such a matrix A, the ﬁnal
linear transformation takes the form D := D · (L−1 · A),
thus our pre-conditioning transformation matrix is M := L−1 ·
A, where L comes out of the Cholesky decomposition of the
original covariance matrix Σ, and A can be chosen freely,
subject to only positive entries and good condition number
(for numerically stable invertibility).
In our experiments, we used a bootstrap ﬁtting with tolerance ε = 0.4. We constructed A as a 5 × 5-matrix having
Gamma-distributed entries (with shape-parameter 5 and scaleparameter 1/2). In 5 out of 200 trials, the p-value after preconditioning with M = L−1 A was larger than 0.05. The best
ﬁt giving p = 0.613 was obtained under the transformation
coefﬁcients (rounded to three decimals after the comma)
⎞
⎛
0.122 4.444 0.378 1.634 4.384
⎜ 0.650 0.870 1.321 0.941 2.293 ⎟
⎟
⎜
M = ⎜ 0.606 3.326 0.763 2.172 2.102 ⎟ ,
⎝ 2.534 0.415 2.055 1.969 1.659 ⎠
2.668 2.031 3.590 2.241 1.015
whose condition number is M 2 · M−1 2 ≈ 24.4945, and
determinant given as det(M) ≈ 29, thus indicating good
numerical stability for the inverse transformation.
In a second run of 200 experiments, we lowered the
tolerance ε = 0, and did the preconditioning as before.
This time, we got 20 out of 200 trials with a positive pvalue, although only in three cases, our ﬁt was accepted at
p > 0.05. The best ﬁt was obtained at p = 0.536, showing
that the preconditioning works equally well with more complex
hierarchical structures due to lower tolerance levels.
This transformation is applied before the copula ﬁt, and
must be carried through the derivation of predictive densities
when obtaining a ﬁt. We omit the simple and obvious changes
to the upcoming formulas for simplicity, bearing in mind
that actually a linearly transformed version of the data is
under investigation, calling for the linear transformation to be
inverted for predictions.
As an open issue, however, it remains interesting to ﬁnd
better ways than simple try-and-error to ﬁnd a preconditioning
matrix A that gives better ﬁts than the plain data would do.
Moreover, we believe that this trick may be of independent
interest and use in other applications of copula theory, not
limited to statistical descriptions of quantum key distribution
devices.
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IV. P REDICTION OF QBER R ATES
Based on a model that describes the relationship between
QBER and the environmental quantities, we look for a prediction of the QBER when all the other quantities are known.
Having an idea of what values are to be expected, one might
suspect an adversary to be present if these values are clearly
exceeded. An essential ingredient to ﬁnd a prediction is the
conditional density, as it shows which values are likely in
a given situation, that is, we seek the density of QBER
conditional on all the other environmental parameters, i.e., the
function
f (QBER|TEMP, HUM, DUR, RAD).
Section IV-A describes the general technique to compute the
sought density, taking QBER as the n-th variable xn in the
upcoming descriptions. We stress that, however, the method
is equivalently applicable to predict any other variable than
QBER, too.
A. Computing Conditional Densities via Copulas
In the case where all the marginals and the copula are continuous, it holds for the transformed variables ui = Fi−1 (xi )
by the independence of copula and margins that
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = f1 (x1 ) · . . . · fn (xn ) · cn (u1 , . . . , un ),
where cn (u1 , . . . , un ) denotes the density of the n-dimensional
copula Cn (u1 , . . . , un ) and fi denotes the density of the
marginal distribution Fi .
Example IV.1. In the case of independent random variables,
the above formula yields cn (u1 , . . . , un ) = 1, which is the
derivative of the independence copula Cn (u1 , . . . , un ) =
u1 · · · un from Example II.3.
With this decomposition, the conditional density comes to
f (xn |x1 , . . . , xn−1 ) = fn (xn )

cn (u1 , . . . , un )
cn−1 (u1 , . . . , un−1 )

(8)

for ui = Fi (xi ). Using (8) to compute the conditional density requires the lower-dimensional copula density
cn−1 (u1 , . . . , un−1 ), excluding the variable un (corresponding
to the variable xn of interest). So, computing the conditional
density (8) from our full n-dimensional copula model proceeds
as follows: let the variable xi range within [xi , xi ], then the
(n − 1)-dimensional marginal density is
 xn
f (x1 , . . . , xn−1 ) =
f (x1 , . . . , xn )dxn


xn
xn

n


xn

j=1

=

fj (xj )cn (F1 (x1 ), . . . , Fn (xn ))dxn

= [Δ(xn ) − Δ(xn )] ·

n−1


fj (xj )

j=1

with
∂ n−1
Cn (F1 (x1 ), . . . , Fn−1 (xn−1 ), Fn (x))
∂x1 · · · ∂xn−1
From this, the sought conditional distribution is immediately
found as
cn (F1 (x1 ), . . . , Fn (xn ))
f (xn |x1 , . . . , xn−1 ) = fn (xn )
(9)
Δ(xn ) − Δ(xn )
Δ(x) :=
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Note that the density fn of the variable of interest can
be estimated both parametrical or non-parametrical (e.g., via
kernel estimators) while in practice the distribution functions
are estimated empirically to avoid additional assumptions.
In a general setting, we ﬁrst compute the copula density
(if the copula at hand is differentiable), whose tedious technicalities may conveniently be handled by a computer algebra
system like M ATHEMATICA or M APLE. Again, this procedure
simpliﬁes within a smaller family of copulas.
For a n-dimensional Archimedean copula, the density turns
out to be
n

−1 (n)
c(u1 , . . . , un ) = (φ ) (φ(u1 ) + . . . + φ(un ))
φ (ui )
i=1

where (φ−1 )(n) (t) denotes the n-th derivative of the inverse
function φ−1 (t). This can be computed for Gumbel, Frank
and Ali-Mikhael-Haq copulas, as for example done in [20],
but becomes infeasible for the Gaussian copula considered at
the beginning.
In the case of a nested copula, there is no simple closed
expression available. One has to compute the derivative of the
top level copula that describes the behaviour of all variables
together which invokes the chain rule. While this may get
complex in the general case, it is still practicable in our case.
In models that involve more levels of sub-copulas than
the one considered here, one might use the derivative of
CL,1 (CL−1,1 , . . . , CL−1,nL−1 ) that evaluates to
d−nL−1

∂ d CL,1
=
∂u1 · · · ∂ud
i=0



nL−1

×





∂ d−i CL,1
kn

k1 ,...,knL−1



r=1 v1 ,...,vkr

k1
L−1
∂CL−1,1
· · · ∂CL−1,n
L−1

∂ |v1 | CL−1,r
∂ |vkr | CL−1,r
···
∂v1
∂vkr



where the outer sum is taken over all integers k1 , . . . , knL−1
that sum up to d − i and satisfy kj ≤ dL−1,j while the inner
sum is over partitions v1 , . . . , vkr of those ui showing up in
the r-th copula at level L − 1. For more details about this
speciﬁc case, see [18].
B. Self-Adaptation to Environmental Conditions
For a general description, we relabel the variables and
let Xn be the device or performance parameter that we
wish to predict based on the known environmental conditions
x1 , . . . , xn−1 . Section IV-C illustrates this for Xn = QBER
and (X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 ) = (DUR, RAD, TEMP, HUM).
A prediction of Xn , e.g., the QBER rate given the current
environmental conditions, is then given by the conditional
expectation or, alternatively, by any value xn that maximizes
expression (9) for f (xn |x1 , . . . , xn−1 ) for the given values
x1 , . . . , xn−1 . This maximization can be done using standard
numerical techniques, whose details are outside our scope here.
Since the indication of an adversary’s presence hinges
on known performance characteristics, most importantly the
QBER rate, it is easy to adapt the respective thresholds to the
expected values under the current environmental conditions.
Adapting to different conditions then amounts to doing the
optimization again under the new conﬁguration.
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QBER in a given environment

(11)

 θ1 −2

· (− log(u1 )) + (− log(u2 ))


"
#1
θ
θ θ
(− log(u1 )) + (− log(u2 ))
·
+θ−1
θ

θ

for any two-dimensional Gumbel copula C. Alternatively to
this straightforward calculation, the two-dimensional density
(11) can be computed directly from the generator function
using the chain rule
∂2
φ−1 (φ(u1 ) + φ(u2 ))
∂u1 ∂u2
φ (C(u1 , u2 ))φ (u1 )φ (u2 )
=−
[φ (C(u1 , u2 ))]3

c(u1 , u2 ) =

∂ 1 C2,1
∂ 3 C2,2
∂ 2 C1,1
∂ 4 C3,1
·
·
·
∂ 1 C2,1 ∂ 3 C2,2
∂u2
∂ 2 C1,1 ∂u5 ∂u3 ∂u4

(13)

with the third order derivative of a Gumbel copula
$ 1%
∂3C
(− log(u1 ) · log(u2 ) · log(u3 ))θ−1
=
· exp −z θ
∂u
u 1 · u2 · u3
1 ∂u2 ∂u3


2.0

For the quantum network considered here, the conditional
density of the QBER displayed in Figure 4 displays a unique
maximum of the conditional density around QBER = 1.61%,
given typical environmental conditions that represent the current situation: sunshine duration DUR = 0s, global radiation
RAD = 0W/m2 , relative humidity HUM = 88%, and air
temperature TEMP = 14.4◦C. This means that QBER-values
lower than 1.14% or higher then 2.07% are unlikely (i.e., these
regions have a probability mass of 5% together) and probably
arising from the presence of an eavesdropper.
Our analysis has been performed for typical values of the
environmental variables, i.e., we set the variable DUR to zero
as the sun did typically not shine during the measurement
process. Variation of these values does not fundamentally
affect out ﬁndings as the shape ot the conditional density does
not change signifﬁcantly.

θ

where z = (− log(u1 )) +(− log(u2 )) +(− log(u3 )) . Again,
this density can be computed from the generator function
directly if all necessary derivatives exist, yielding
∂3
φ−1 (φ(u1 ) + φ(u2 ) + φ(u3 ))
∂u1 ∂u2 ∂u3
3[φ (C)]2 − φ (C) · φ (C)
= φ (u1 )φ (u2 )φ (u3 )
[φ (C)]5

(15)

C ONCLUSION

Now, we come back to the initial problem that motivated
this entire study. Recall that in a QKD setting, an unnaturally
high qubit error rate indicates the presence of an adversary.
Conversely, we need an idea about the “natural” rate of qubit
errors. Given the conditional density (8) and according to
the previous remarks, we can thus obtain a threshold for
the qubit error rate that is tailored to the implementation,
environment and device, and which can be adapted to changing
environmental conditions. The steps are the following:
1)

(14)
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1.8

Figure 4. Density of QBER in a known environment

· z 3/θ−3 + 3(θ − 1) · z 2/θ−3 + (θ − 1)(2θ − 1)z 1/θ−3
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1.6
QBER

V.

To ﬁnd the expression for Δ(x) we analogously compute

θ

1.4

(12)

if both derivatives exist (see also [16]).

θ

1.2

with the abbreviation φ(C) = φ(C(u1 , u2 , u3 )).

∂2C
1
=
(log(u1 ) · log(u2 ))θ−1
∂u1 ∂u2
u1 · u2
 
 θ1 
θ
θ
· exp − (− log(u1 )) + (− log(u2 ))


10
1.0

∂ 5 C3,1
∂ 5 C3,1
∂ 2 C2,1
∂ 3 C2,2
∂ 2 C1,1
= 2
·
· 2
·
,
3
∂u1 · · · ∂u5
∂ C2,1 ∂ C2,2 ∂u1 ∂u2 ∂ C1,1 ∂u5 ∂u3 ∂u4
where the two most inner derivatives compute as

5
0

conditional density

15

C. A Worked Example
The density c(u1 , . . . , u5 ) of the top level copula CL,1 can
be calculated by applying the chin rule. To avoid errors in
potentially messy calculations like the following, a computer
algebra system may become handy.
The copula C describing our network was found to be
⎧ ⎡
⎤1/θ1 ⎫

 θθ1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
θ
θ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(− ln u1 ) 2 + (− ln u2 ) 2
+
⎪
⎥
⎪
⎢
⎪
⎪
⎥
⎬
⎨ ⎢
θ
1 ⎥
⎢ ⎡
⎤
θ3 ⎥
 θθ3
exp − ⎢
4
θ4
θ4
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ ⎢
+⎦ ⎥
⎪
⎪
⎦
⎣ ⎣ (− ln u3 ) + (− ln u4 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
θ3
⎭
⎩
(− ln u5 )
(10)
Generally, it holds

2)

We run the device in a setting where there is no
eavesdropper on the line to draw a series of measurements under clean conditions. In particular, we elicit
all environmental variables of interest, especially the
qubit error rate.
We ﬁt a copula model to the so-obtained data D,
possibly doing a pre-conditioning (as described in
Section III-C) for a statistically and numerically good
ﬁt. The ﬁtting can be done using standard statistical
software like R, using copula-speciﬁc libraries like
HAC [17]. The derivation of the conditional distribution is easy by virtue of computer algebra systems
like M ATHEMATICA.
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3)

Having the copula-model, we obtain the conditional
distribution (9) of the QBER under all environmental
inﬂuences. Its maximization gives the currently valid
threshold under the present environmental conditions.
Speaking differently, this process tells us which values of the QBER are not likely enough to occur for
a given value of the keyrate.

The respective details of each step have been described in
previous Sections, giving examples along the way to illustrate
the particular tasks. Nevertheless, the above process remains
of generic nature and calls for appropriate instantiation (e.g.,
different environmental inﬂuences such as noisy source and
detectors or turbulence structure of the air could be considered).
Once the probability density of the QBER conditional on
current working conditions is obtained, it is a simple matter
to equip a QKD device with sensory to keep the expected
natural QBER rate continuously updated. We stress that this
updating is unaffected by the presence of an attacker, unless
the intruder manages to steer the environmental conditions in
a way s/he likes. Assuming the absence of such an ability,
the copula dependency model and its implied predictive distributions are an effective mean to let the devices re-calibrate
themselves under the changing working conditions. Next steps
in this research direction comprise practical experiments under
variable lab conditions to test the quality of QBER adaption in
terms of a performance gain over statically conﬁgured devices.
As an important side-effect, this would also reveal possibilities
to attack a QKD line by changing environmental factors. Such
an attack has seemingly not been considered in the literature
so far.
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Abstract—In this article, we discuss the optimality of basis transformations as a security measure for quantum key distribution
protocols based on entanglement swapping. To estimate the
security, we focus on the information an adversary obtains on
the raw key bits from a generic version of a collective attack
strategy. In the scenario described in this article, the application
of general basis transformations serving as a counter measure
by one or both legitimate parties is analyzed. In this context, we
show that the angles, which describe these basis transformations,
can be optimized compared to the application of a Hadamard
operation, which is the standard basis transformation recurrently
found in literature. As a main result, we show that the adversary’s
information can be reduced to an amount of IAE ' 0.20752
when using a single basis transformation and to an amount of
IAE ' 0.0548 when combining two different basis transformations. This is less than half the information compared to other
protocols using a Hadamard operation and thus represents an
advantage regarding the security of entanglement swapping based
protocols.
Keywords–quantum key distribution; optimal basis transformations; security analysis; entanglement swapping

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the major applications of quantum mechanics is
quantum key distribution (QKD). In the last three decades,
QKD protocols have been studied at length in theory and
in practical implementations [1]–[8]. Most of these protocols
focus on prepare and measure schemes, where single qubits are
in transit between the communication parties Alice and Bob.
The security of these protocols has been discussed in depth
and security proofs have been given for example in [9]–[11].
In addition to these prepare and measure protocols, several
protocols based on the phenomenon of entanglement swapping
have been introduced [12]–[17]. Entanglement swapping has
been introduced by Bennett et al. [18], Zukowski et al. [19]
as well as Yurke and Stolen [20], respectively. It provides the
unique possibility to generate entanglement from particles that
never interacted in the past. In the aforementioned protocols,
entanglement swapping is used to obtain correlated measurement results between the legitimate communication parties,
Alice and Bob. In other words, each party performs a Bell
state measurement and due to entanglement swapping their
results are correlated and further on used to establish a secret
key.
A basic technique to secure a QKD protocol is to use a
basis transformation, usually a Hadamard operation, to make it
easier to detect an adversary. This is implemented, for example,
in the prepare and measure schemes described in [1] and [3]
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but also in QKD schemes based on entanglement swapping
(e.g., [13] [16] [21]). In this article, we analyze the application
of a general basis transformation Tx , defined by the angles θ
and φ (cf. (2)), to secure entanglement swapping based QKD
protocols (cf. Figure 1). In the course of that, we are going
to identify which values for θ and φ are optimal such that an
adversary has only a minimum amount of information on the
secret raw key.
Although basis transformations have been used as means of
improving the security of QKD protocols based on entanglement swapping, this security measure has just been discussed
on the surface so far. It has only been shown that these
protocols are secure against intercept-resend attacks and basic
collective attacks (cf. for example [12] [13] [16]). Therefore,
we will analyze the simulation attack, a general version of a
collective attack, which is based on the following idea [22]: the
adversary Eve tries to find a multi-qubit state, which preserves
the correlation between the two legitimate parties. Further, she
introduces additional qubits to distinguish between Alice’s and
Bob’s respective measurement results (cf. also Figure 2). If
she is able to find such a state, Eve stays undetected during
her intervention and is able to obtain a certain amount of
information about the key. Such a multi-qubit state would be
1 + +
|δi =
|Φ i|Φ i|ϕ1 i + |Φ− i|Φ− i|ϕ2 i
2

(1)
|Ψ+ i|Ψ+ i|ϕ3 i + |Ψ− i|Ψ− i|ϕ4 i
P RQST U

where the |ϕi i are the additional systems introduced by Eve.
To perfectly distinguish between Alice’s and Bob’s results,
these state |ϕi i have to be pairwise orthogonal. Thus, she is
able to eavesdrop Alice’s and Bob’s measurement results and
obtains full information about the classical raw key generated
out of them. A detailed discussion of this attack strategy can
be found in [22].
In the next section, we look in detail at the general
definition of basis transformations and their effect onto Bell
states and entanglement swapping. Using these definitions, we
discuss in the following sections the effects on the security
of entanglement swapping based QKD protocols. Therefore,
we look at the application of a general basis transformation
by one communication party in Section III and at the application of two different basis transformations by each of the
communication parties in Section IV. In the end, we sum up
the implications of the results on the security of entanglement
based QKD protocols.
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Figure 1. Sketch of a standard setup for an entanglement swapping based
QKD protocol. Qubits 2 and 3 are exchanged (cf. picture (2)) and a basis
transformation Tx is applied on qubit 1 and inverted by using Tx qubit 2.

II. BASIS T RANSFORMATIONS
In QKD, the most common way to detect the presence
of an adversary is to use a random application of a basis
transformation by one of the legitimate communication parties.
This method can be found in prepare and measure protocols
(e.g., in [1] or [3]) as well as entanglement swapping based
protocols (e.g., in [13] [16] or the improved version of the
protocol in [17]). The idea is to randomly alter the initial state
to make it impossible for an adversary to eavesdrop the information transmitted without introducing a certain error rate,
i.e., without being detected. The operation most commonly
used in these protocols is the Hadamard operation, which is
a transformation from the Z- into the X-basis. In general,
a transformation Tx from the Z basis into the X-basis can
be described as a rotation about the X-axis by some angle θ
combined with two rotations about the Z-axis by some angle
φ, i.e.,




Tx θ, φ = eiφ Rz φ Rx θ Rz φ .
(2)
The rotations about the X- or Z-axis are described in the most
general way by the operators (cf. for example [23] for further
details on rotation operators)



cos θ2
−i sin θ2
Rx θ =
−i sin θ
cos θ2
 −iθ/2 2

(3)

e
0
Rz θ =
.
0
eiθ/2
Based on these operators, we directly obtain the effect of
Tx (θ, φ) on the computational basis

θ
θ
Tx θ, φ |0i = cos |0i − i eiφ sin |1i
2
2

θ
θ
2iφ
iφ
Tx θ, φ |1i = −i e sin |0i + e cos |1i.
2
2

(4)

From these two equations above we immediately see that the
Hadamard operation is just the special case where θ = φ =
π/2.
In QKD protocols based on entanglement swapping, the
basis transformation is usually applied onto one qubit of a Bell
state. Taking the general transformation Tx (θ, φ) from (2) into
account, the Bell state |Φ+ i changes into


θ 1 
Tx(1) θ, φ |Φ+ i12 = cos √ |00i + e2iφ |11i
2 2
(5)

θ
1 
iφ
√
−i e sin
|01i + |10i
2 2
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Figure 2. Illustration of the simulation attack on a standard setup for an
entanglement swapping based QKD protocol. Due to the basis
transformation Tx Eve will destroy the correlation between Alice and Bob.

and accordingly for the other Bell states. The superscript
”(1)”

in (5) indicates that the transformation Tx θ, φ is applied on
qubit 1. As a consequence, the application of Tx (θ, φ) before
the entanglement swapping is performed changes the results
based on the angles θ and φ. In detail, we have the state

Tx(1) θ, φ |Φ+ i12 |Φ+ i34 =


1
|Φ+ i13 Tx(2) θ, φ |Φ+ i24
2

+|Φ− i13 Tx(2) θ, φ |Φ− i24
(6)

+|Ψ+ i13 Tx(2) θ, φ |Ψ+ i24


+|Ψ− i13 Tx(2) θ, φ |Ψ− i24
upon which Alice performs her Bell state measurement on
qubits 1 and 3 (cf. Figure 1). Here, the superscripts ”(1)” and
”(2)” in (6) indicate that after Alice’s Bell state measurement
on qubits 1 and 3 the transformation Tx θ, φ swaps from qubit
1 onto qubit 2. When Bob performs his Bell state measurement
on qubits 2 and 4, he obtains a result correlated to Alice’s
measurement outcome only with probability (cf. (5) and (6)
above)
θ
(7)
Pcorr = cos2 cos2 (φ).
2
Otherwise, he obtains an uncorrelated result, which becomes
a problem because Bob is no longer able to compute Alice’s
state based on his result and vice versa.
Fortunately, Bob can resolve this problem by transforming
the state back intoits original form. Following (6), where Alice
performs Tx θ, φ on qubit 1, he achieves that by applying
the inverse Tx−1 θ, φ on qubit 2 of his state. As we will
see in the following section, if an adversary interferes with
the communication, the effects of Alice’s basis transformation
can not be represented as in (6) any longer. Thus, even if
Bob applies the inverse transformation, Alice’s and Bob’s
results are uncorrelated to a certain amount. This amount is
reflected in an error rate detected by Alice and Bob during
post processing.
III.

S INGLE A PPLICATION OF G ENERAL BASIS
T RANSFORMATIONS
Previous works ( [24] [25]) already deal with the scenarios
where Alice or Bob or both parties randomly apply a simplified
version of basis transformations. Therein, the simplification
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addresses the angle φ, i.e., the rotation about the Z-axis. In
the security discussions in [24], the angle φ is fixed at π/2
for reasons of simplicity. That means, the rotation about the
Z-axis is constant at an angle of π/2 such that only the angle
θ can be chosen freely.
In this section and the next one, we want to extend the results from [24] [25] by applying general basis transformations,
which means Alice and Bob are able to choose both angles θ
and φ in (2) freely. We are at first looking only on one party
performing a basis transformation on the respective qubits
and in the next section on two different basis transformations
performed by each of the parties. For each scenario we will
show, which values for θ and φ are optimal to give an adversary
the least information about the raw key bits. In the course of the
two scenarios, we will denote Alice’s operation as Tx θA , φA
and, accordingly, Bob’s operation as Tx θB , φB .
As already pointed out above, the application of the basis
transformation occurs at random and Eve is able to obtain full
information about Alice’s and Bob’s secret due to the structure
of the state |δi, if the two parties do not apply any basis
transformation at all [24] [25]. Therefore, we look at first at
the effects of a basis transformation at Alice’s side. Her initial
application of the general basis transformation Tx θA , φA
does alter the state |δi1QR4T U introduced by Eve such that
it is changed to

|δ 0 i1QR4T U = Tx(1) θA , φA |δi1QR4T U
(8)
After a little algebra, we see that Alice obtains all four Bell
states with equal probability and after her measurement the
state of the remaining qubits is
θA
cos φA |Φ+ iQ4 |ϕ1 iT U
2
θA
−ieiφA cos
sin φA |Φ− iQ4 |ϕ2 iT U
2
θA
−ieiφA sin
|Ψ+ iQ4 |ϕ3 iT U
2
eiφA cos

(9)

assuming Alice obtained |Φ+ i1R . We are presenting just the
state for this particular result in detail because it would be
simply too complex to present the representation of the whole
state for all possible outcomes here. Nevertheless, for the other
three possible results the remaining qubits end up in a similar
state, where only Bob’s Bell states of the qubits Q and 4 as
well as Eve’s auxiliary states of the qubits T and U change
accordingly to Alice’s measurement result.
Before Bob performs his Bell state measurement, he has to
reverse Alice’s basis transformation.
This can be achieved by

applying Tx−1 θA , φA on qubit Q in his possession. Whereas
this would reverse the effect of Alice’s basis transformation if
no adversary is present, the structure of Eve’s state |δi makes
this reversion impossible, as already pointed out in the previous
section. Therefore, Bob obtains the correlated state |Φ+ iQ4
only with probability

θA
θA
1
3 + cos 4φA cos4
+ sin4
(10)
PΦ+ =
4
2
2
Hence, due to Eve’s intervention Bob obtains a result uncorrelated to Alice’s outcome with probability

1 2
θA
Pe =
sin θA + cos4
sin2 2φA .
(11)
2
2
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Assuming that Bob obtains |Φ+ iQ4 , i.e., the expected result
based on Alice’s measurement outcome, Eve obtains either
|ϕ1 i, |ϕ2 i or |ϕ3 i from her measurement on qubits T and U
with the respective probabilities
Pϕ1 =
Pϕ2 =
Pϕ3 =

cos4

θA
2

cos4 φA

4
θA
2 + sin
cos4 θ2A sin4 φA
4
1
4 θA
4 (3 + cos 4φA ) cos 2 + sin
− sin2 θ2A
(3 + cos 4φA ) cos4 θ2A + 4 sin4
1
4 (3

+ cos 4φA ) cos4

θA
2
θA
2

(12)

θA
2

Furthermore, in case Bob measures an uncorrelated result, Eve
obtains two out of the four auxiliary states |ϕi i at random.
Hence, due to the basis transformation Tx θA , φA , Eve’s
auxiliary systems are less correlated to Bob’s result compared
to the application of a simple basis transformation as described
in [24] [25]. In other words, Eve’s information on Alice’s
and Bob’s result is further reduced compared to the scenarios
described therein.
Since Alice applies the basis transformation at random, i.e.,
with probability 1/2, the average error probability hPe i can
be directly computed using (11) and its variations based on
Alice’s measurement result as



1
θA
hPe i =
sin2 θA + cos4
sin2 2φA .
(13)
4
2
Keeping in mind that Eve does not introduce any error when
Alice does not use the basis transformation Tx θA , φA , the
average collision probability hPc i can be computed as (cf. also
(12))

1
53 − 4 cos θA + 7 cos 2θA
hPc i =
64
(14)

θA
+ 8 cos4
cos 4φA .
2
In further consequence this leads to the Shannon entropy H
of the raw key, i.e.,


1  2 θA 
θA  2 
h cos
h cos φA .
+ cos2
(15)
H=
2
2
2
As we can directly see from Figure 3, the average error
probability hPe i has its maximum at 1/3 with θA ' 0.39183π
and φA = π/4 or φA = 3π/4. For this choice of θA and φA
we see from Figure 4 that the Shannon entropy is also maximal
with H ' 0.79248. Hence, the adversary Eve is left with a
mutual information of
IAE = 1 − H = 0.20752

(16)

This value for the mutual information is less than half of Eve’s
information on the raw key compared to the application of a
Hadamard operation (cf. [1] [3] [21] [13]) or the application
of a simplified basis transformation (cf. [24] [25]).
Unfortunately, the angle for θA ' 0.39183π to reach the
maximum value is rather odd and difficult to realize in a
practical implementation. In contrast, an angle θA = 3π/8
is more convenient and much easier to realize. For this
scenario we can compute from (13) an average error rate of
hPe i ' 0.33288 and from (15) the respective Shannon entropy
H ' 0.79148 (cf. also Figure 3 and Figure 4), which are
both just insignificantly lower than their maximum values.
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Figure 3. Error probability hPe i depending on θA and φA

Accordingly, Eve’s mutual information on the raw key is
slightly above 20%, i.e., IAE ' 0.20852. Hence, the security
of the protocol is drastically increased using a general basis
transformation compared to the application of a Hadamard
operation.
IV.

C OMBINED A PPLICATION OF G ENERAL BASIS
T RANSFORMATIONS
In the previous section, we discussedthe application of one
general basis transformation Tx θA , φA on Alice’s side. It is
easy to see that the results for the average error probability
hPe i in (13) as well as the Shannon entropy H in (15) are the
same if only
 Bob randomly applies the basis transformation
Tx θB , φB on his side.
Hence, a more interesting scenario is the combined random application
of two different basis transformations,
i.e.,


Tx θA , φA on Alice’s side and Tx θB , φB on Bob’s side.
The application of these two different basis transformations
alters the state introduced by Eve accordingly to


|δ 0 i1QR4T U = Tx(1) θA , φA Tx(4) θB , φB |δi1QR4T U (17)
where again
that
 the superscripts ”(1)” and ”(4)” indicate

Tx θA , φA is applied on qubit 1 and Tx θB , φB on qubit 4,
respectively. Following the protocol,
 Alice has to undo Bob’s
transformation using Tx−1 θB , φB before she can perform
her Bell state measurement. Similar to the application of one
basis transformation described above, Alice obtains all four
Bell states with equal probability from her measurement. The
state of the remaining qubits changes in a way analogous to
(9) above and
 Bob has to reverse Alice’s transformation using
Tx−1 θA , φA . Hence, when Bob performs his measurement on
qubits Q and 4, he does not only obtain a result correlated to
Alice’s outcome, but all four possible Bell states with different
probabilities such that an error is introduced in the protocol.
As already discussed in the previous section, the results from
Eve’s measurement on qubits T and U are not fully correlated
to Alice’s and Bob’s results and therefore Eve’s information on
the raw key bits is further reduced compared to the application
of only one transformation.
Due to the fact that Alice as well as Bob choose at random
whether they apply their respective basis transformation, the
average error probability is calculated over all scenarios, i.e.,
no transformation
is applied,
either Alice or Bob applies


Tx θA , φA or Tx θB , φB , respectively, or both transformations are applied. Therefore, using the results from (13) above,
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Figure 4. Shannon entropy H of the raw key depending on θA and φA

the overall error probability can be computed as



1
2
2
4 θA
hPe i =
sin θA + cos
sin 2φA
8
2



1
θB
+ sin2 θB + cos4
sin2 2φB
8
2



1
+
sin2 θA + θB
16



2
4 θA + θB
sin 2 φA + φB
+ cos
2



1
+
sin2 θA − θB
16



θA − θB
sin2 2 φA − φB
+ cos4
2

(18)

having its maximum at hPe i ' 0.41071. One possibility to
reach the maximum is to choose the angles
θA = 0
θB ' 0.45437π
π
π
(19)
φB = .
φA =
4
4
In fact, as long as φA = π/4 or φA = 3π/4 the value of
φB can be chosen freely to reach the maximum. Hence, the
average error probability is plotted in Figure 5 taking φA =
φB = π/4.
Following the same argumentation and using (15) from
above, the Shannon entropy can be calculated as


1  2 θA 
θA  2 
H=
h cos
+ cos2
h cos φA
4
2
2



1  2 θB 
θ
2 B
2
+ h cos
+ cos
h cos φB
4
2
2
 
1
θA + θB 
+ h cos2
8
2

(20)


θ
+
θ
B
2 A
2
+ cos
h cos φA + φB
2

1  2 θA − θB 
+ h cos
8
2


θA − θB  2
+ cos2
h cos φA − φB
2
having its maximum at H ' 0.9452 (cf. Figure 6 for a plot of
(20) taking φA = φB = π/4). This maximum is reached, for
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Figure 5. Error probability hPe i depending on θA and θB . The remaining
parameters φA and φB are fixed at π/4.

Figure 6. Shannon entropy H of the raw key depending on θA and θB . The
remaining parameters φA and φB are fixed at π/4.

example, using
θA ' −0.18865π
φA ' −0.22405π

θB ' 0.42765π
φB ' 0.36218π.

(21)

The maximal Shannon entropy can also be reached using other
values but they are not as nicely distributed as in the case of
the average error probability.
Looking again at set of values for θ{A,B} and φ{A,B} ,
which are more suitable for a physical implementation than
the values mentioned above, one possibility for Alice and Bob
is to choose
7π
3π
θA = −
θB =
16
16
(22)
π
3π
φA = −
φB =
4
8
leading to an almost optimal Shannon entropy H ' 0.9399 and
a average respective error probability hPe i ' 0.39288. In this
context, more suitable for a physical implementation means
that a transformation about an angle of π/4 or 3π/8 is easier
to realize in a laboratory than an angle of 0.42765π. Keeping
φA and φB fixed – as already discussed in the previous section
– such that
7π
3π
θB =
θA =
16
16
(23)
π
π
φA =
φB =
4
4
the same average error probability hPe i ' 0.39288 and a
slightly smaller Shannon entropy H ' 0.91223 compared to
the previous values are achieved. Hence, we see that using a set
of parameters more suitable for a physical implementation still
results in a high error rate and leaves Eve’s mutual information
IAE below 10%.
V. R ESULTS AND I MPLICATIONS
The results presented in the previous sections have direct
implications on the security of QKD protocols based on
entanglement swapping. Where in some QKD protocols [13]
[16] [17] a random application of a Hadamard operation is used
to detect an eavesdropper and secure the protocol, the above
results indicate that the Hadamard operation is not the optimal
choice. Using the Hadamard operation leaves an adversary
with a mutual information IAE = 0.5 and an expected error
probability hPe i = 0.25 (cf. Table I), which is comparable to
standard prepare and measure protocols [1]–[3].
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Giving Alice an increased degree of freedom, i.e., choosing
both θA and φA freely, she is able to further decrease the
adversary’s information about the raw key bits. By shifting
φA from π/2 to π/4 and θA from π/2 or π/4 to 3π/8, the
adversary’s information is reduced to IAE ' 0.208 (cf. (15)).
This is a reduction by almost 60% compared to QKD schemes
described in [1]–[3] [13] [17] and more than 50% compared to
the combined application of two different basis transformations
(cf. also [24] [25]). At the same time, the expected error
probability is increased by one third to hPe i ' 0.333 (cf. (13)).
Hence, an adversary does not only obtain fewer information
about the raw key bits but also introduces more errors and
therefore is easier to detect.
Following these arguments, the best strategy for Alice and
Bob is to apply different basis transformations at random to
reduce the adversary’s information to a minimum. As already
pointed out above, this minimum of IAE ' 0.0548 is reached
with a rather odd configuration for θ{A,B} and φ{A,B} as
described in the previous section. Hence, it is important to look
at configurations more suitable for physical implementations,
i.e., configurations of θ{A,B} and φ{A,B} described by simpler
fractions of π as given in (22) and (23). In this case, we
showed that φ{A,B} can be fixed at φA = φB = π/4 and
with θA = 3π/16 and θB = 7π/16 almost maximal values
can be achieved resulting in IAE ' 0.088 and hPe i ' 0.393
(cf. (23) and also Table I).
Regarding physical implementations, another – even simpler – configuration can be found, involving only π/2 and π/4
rotations (cf. Table I). In this case, θA = 0, φA = π/4 and
θB = φB = π/2, which leaves the expected error probability
at hPe i ' 0.334. The adversary’s information is nowhere near
the minimum but still rather low at IAE = 0.125.
In terms of security, these results represent a huge advantage over QKD protocols based on entanglement swapping
[13], [16], [17] or standard prepare and measure protocols [1]–
[3]. As pointed out, such protocols usually have an expected
error probability of hPe i = 0.25 and a mutual information
IAE = 0.5. Due to the four degrees of freedom, the error rate
is between one third (hPe i ' 0.334) and more than one half
(hPe i = 0.411) higher in the scenarios described here than
in the standard protocols, which makes it easier to detect an
adversary.
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TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF THE ERROR RATE hPE i AND EVE’S
INFORMATION IAE ON THE RAW KEY BITS FOR DIFFERENT
VALUES OF θA,B AND φA,B .

[5]

[6]
φA = 0

φA =

θA = 0, θB = 0
φB = 0

φB =

π
2

φB =

π
4

θA =

hPe i = 0
IAE = 1

π
2,

π
2

φA =

θB = 0

hPe i = 0.25
IAE = 0.5
θA = π
2 , θB =
hPe i = 0.25
IAE ' 0.45

π
4

θA =

3π
8 ,

π
4

θB = 0

hPe i ' 0.333
IAE ' 0.208
θA = 0, θB = π
2

[7]

hPe i ' 0.40625
IAE = 0.125
7π
θA = 3π
16 , θB = 16

[8]

hPe i = 0.393
IAE = 0.088

[9]
[10]
[11]

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we discussed the effects of basis transformations on the security of quantum key distribution protocols based on entanglement swapping. We showed that the
Hadamard operation, a transformation from the Z- into the
X-basis often used in prepare and measure protocols, is not
optimal in connection with entanglement swapping based protocols. Starting from a general basis transformation described
by two angles θ and φ, we inspected the effects on the
security when the adversary follows a collective attack strategy.
We showed that the application of a basis transformation by
one of the communication parties decreases the adversary’s
information to about IAE ' 0.2075, which is less than half of
the information compared to an application of the Hadamard
operation. At the same time, the average error probability
introduced by the presence of the adversary increases to
hPe i = 1/3. Hence, the application of one general basis transformation is more effective, i.e., reveals even less information
to the adversary, than the application of a simplified basis
transformation as given in [24] [25]. A combined application
of two different basis transformations further reduces the
adversary’s information to about IAE ' 0.0548 at an average
error probability of slightly more than 0.41.
Since the configuration of the angles θ and φ to reach
these maximal values is not very suitable for a physical
implementation, we also showed that these maximal values
are almost reached with more convenient values for θ and φ.
In this case, the adversary’s information is still IAE < 0.1 with
an average error rate hPe i ' 0.393 for a combined application
of two basis transformations.
These results have a direct impact on the security of such
protocols. Due to the reduced information of an adversary and
the high error probability introduced during the attack strategy,
Alice and Bob are able to accept higher error thresholds
compared to standard entanglement-based QKD protocols.
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Abstract—A great challenge nowadays is the systematic study
on medicinal relevant functional (trans)membrane proteins
reconstituted in tunable biomimetic model lipid membranes.
Ryanodine receptor/Ca2+ release channels (RyRs), integral
membrane proteins present in various mammalian tissues, are
of great importance for muscle contraction. For the present
study, the RyR isoform 1 (RyR1) was isolated from the skeletal
muscle of rabbits. Here, we show the reconstitution of RyR1
into an artificial model lipid system, the so-called S-layer
supported lipid membrane (SsLM). Bacterial crystalline
surface layer (S-layer) proteins render the possibility to
generate solid supported membranes of high longevity on
various supports in order to enable investigations by a great
variety of surface-sensitive techniques. According to
preliminary results, RyR1 was successfully reconstituted into
the SsLM as proven by quartz crystal microbalance with
dissipation monitoring. Moreover, control experiments
revealed that RyR1 did not stick to an S-layer lattice without
an attached lipid membrane. Hence, evidence is provided that
the SsLM as multifunctional interface might constitute a
pharmaceutically interesting platform to investigate, e.g., the
effect of a broad range of drugs on reconstituted RyR1 or
other membrane proteins in general.

acting as biocompatible cushions separating the lipid bilayer
from the solid support has been developed (Figure 1) [3][4].
The result of this approach based on the building principle of
archaeal cell envelope structures are the so-called S-layer
supported lipid membranes (SsLMs). The latter provide
many advantages, e.g. reduces the non-specific binding of
proteins to solid substrate, increase lipid membrane stability
and longevity, provides a lubricant layer allowing the lipid
bilayers to remain mobile, allows insertion of bulky
transmembrane proteins into the lipid bilayer, and may assist
self-healing of local defects in lipid bilayers deposited on
large supports [3][4].
S-layer lattices are two-dimensional arrays of
proteinaceous subunits which constitute the common surface
structure of almost all archaea and most bacteria [3][5].
Bacterial S-layers have the unique property that, following
disruption by chemical agents from cells, monomers of the
protein can reassemble to their original lattice structure in
suspension, on solid surfaces, at air–water interfaces, and on
phospholipid mono- and bilayers. Most bacterial S-layer
lattices are composed of a single protein or glycoprotein
species having a center-to-center spacing of approximately
5–30 nm, are 5 to 10 nm thick and show a smooth outer and
a more corrugated inner surface (Figure 1). The lattices with
a surface porosity ranging between 30–70% are composed of
identical pores with a diameter of 2 to 8 nm [3]-[5].
One of the major advantages of planar supported lipid
bilayer models is the wide range of surface-sensitive
techniques, which can be applied to study the overall
membrane characteristics and its constituents [2]. Quartz
crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D)

Keywords-biomimetics; supported lipid membrane; S-layer
protein; functional reconstitution; ryanodine receptor/Ca2+
release channel.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Membrane proteins are essential for life and offer various
functions by serving as key components in inter- and
intracellular communication. Therefore, they represent very
attractive drug targets, but at the same time, studying
membrane proteins and their pharmacological applications is
a highly challenging task [1]. In an effort to develop
synthetic membrane mimics of the natural cell membrane in
both, structure and function, fabrication of a supported lipid
bilayer on a solid substrate is receiving growing attention [2].
Solid supported lipid membranes are a well-known class of
model membranes, extremely useful for studying biophysical
and biochemical properties of biological membranes, their
constituted lipids and in particular (trans)membrane proteins
[2]-[4]. In order to design a synthetic lipid membrane that
overcomes the challenges facing membrane-spanning protein
reconstitution, a strategy based on surface (S-) layer proteins
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a ryanodine receptor/Ca2+ release channel
(RyR1) incorporated in an S-layer (SbpA) supported lipid membrane.
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is one of these techniques, which allow real time quantitative
measurements of the shift in frequency, which corresponds
directly to the mass of bound material on the sensor surface
including the associated liquid medium. Moreover, also the
energy loss (dissipation) gives information related to changes
of the viscoelastic properties of the deposited layer [6].
The present study is motivated by the high demand of
studying responsive membrane proteins in a biomimetic
environment. This intention is of paramount importance as
the results of genome mapping showed that approximately
one-third of all genes of an organism encode for membrane
proteins, which are key factors in cell’s metabolism and thus,
in health and disease. Moreover, membrane proteins
constitute preferred targets for pharmaceuticals (at present
more than 60% of all consumed drugs) [1].
In the present study, RyR1 has been chosen to be
reconstituted in SsLMs (Figure 1) since RyR1 is related to
several severe human diseases, such as malignant
hyperthermia, myocardial ischemia and central core disease
[7][8]. The typical activator of the receptor is ryanodine, a
plant alkaloid isolated from Ryania speciosa. It was soon
discovered that ryanodine can cause muscles to contract or to
reduce contractile force [8]. Experiments revealed that RyR1
activation can be reversed to inhibition of Ca2+ release after
prolonged incubation with ryanodine in the micro-molar
range. In general, RyRs are modulated by endogenous as
well as pharmacological effectors. Ca2+ represents the most
important endogenous factor, whereby its release from the
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) is thought to be triggered by an
action potential. As a result, the intracellular concentration of
Ca2+ is increasing, which leads to the opening of other ion
channels that are regulated by RyR1 and the subsequent
release of Ca2+ from the SR [7].
To sum up, planar model lipid membranes, in particular
SsLMs functionalized with pharmacologically relevant
membrane proteins like the RyR1 may receive widespread
recognition in drug discovery and protein–ligand screening.
In future, the increased knowledge on membrane proteins
will allow rebuilding sensory organs, e.g., an artificial nose,
and are of high interest for the development of biosensors
based on the function of membrane proteins [1]-[5].
In the following, Section II describes the S-layer protein
isolation and modification, lipid membrane formation on the
S-layer lattice, isolation of RyR1 and QCM-D measurements
to provide evidence for the SsLM formation and RyR1
incorporation. Section III A deals with the assembly of the
SsLM, whereas Sections III B and III C report on the
reconstitution of RyR1 in the SsLM out from proteoliposomes with and without CHAPS, respectively. Section
III D shows that RyR1 cannot be attached to a plain S-layer
lattice without any lipid membrane. Finally, Section IV gives
a conclusion and outlook on the planned future work.
II.

METHODS

Isolation of S-layer proteins The bacterial S-layer protein
SbpA was isolated from Lysinibacillus sphaericus CCM
2177 as previously described [9]. The protein solution (0.1
mg/mL in recrystallization buffer: 0.5 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM
CaCl2, pH 9) was self-assembled on gold substrates for 3
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hours. A subsequent rinsing step with water was applied in
order to remove excess protein.
Chemical activation of SbpA The S-layer protein was
modified with 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, Sigma-Aldrich; 15 mg/mL, pH
4.5). Subsequently, vesicles containing 1,2-dimyristoyl-snglycero-3-phospho-ethanolamine (DMPE) were bound via
EDC coupling onto the activated SbpA lattice [10].
S-layer
supported
lipid
membrane
formation
Phosphatidylcholine isolated from egg yolk (Egg PC) and
DMPE were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The β-diketone
ligand has been synthesized as described elsewhere [10].
Phospholipids with 1% β-diketone ligand were dissolved in
chloroform and dried under vacuum for at least 3 hours at
45°C. The lipid film was subsequently rehydrated and
extruded 21 times through a polycarbonate membrane
(Whatman, UK) by using a Mini Extruder (Avanti Polar
Lipid Inc, USA) to form a suspension of large unilamellar
vesicles (LUVs). Before use, LUVs were diluted in sucrose/
glucose (1/2) to give a final lipid concentration of 1 mg/mL.
Isolation of the ryanodine receptor/Ca2+ release channel
RyR1 was isolated from heavy SR of rabbit skeletal muscle
as described elsewhere [11]. RyR1 was provided in
unilamellar proteoliposomes composed of α-phosphatidylcholine and approx. 0.1% 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl) dimethylammonio]-1-propane sulfonate hydrate (CHAPS). The stock
RyR1 concentration was 1.38 mg/mL, which was diluted
1:50, 1:100 and 1:500 as indicated in each experiment.
Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring
(QCM-D) The QCM-D E4 device (Q-Sense AB, Sweden)
was operated with gold-coated quartz crystal sensors (QSX
301, Q-Sense AB) to measure the shift in frequency, ∆f, and
dissipation, ∆D, as a function of time [6]. QCM-D
experiments were measured at 25 ± 0.02°C. All given data
were measured at the 5th overtone. The flow rate was 25
μL/min for all fluid injections and rinsing steps.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Assembly of S-layer supported lipid membranes
QCM-D was not only applied to follow SsLM formation,
(i.e., recrystallization of S-layer proteins on gold sensor and
successive formation of a lipid bilayer by binding and
subsequent fusion of LUVs) but was also used to investigate
the incorporation features of RyR1. Representative
measurements of ∆f and ∆D in the course of the formation of
the SsLM and interaction of the latter with RyR1 as a
function of time are shown in Figure 2. In a first step, the
assembly of S-layer proteins from solution on gold sensors
was determined and showed a rapid decrease of ∆f to ~-75
Hz and a slight increase of ∆D (<1×10-6) (Figure 2; Table 1).
Both values recorded by QCM-D for S-layer proteins
recrystallization on the gold sensor are in good agreement
with previously published work [2][10][12].
Two obstacles face bilayer formation onto S-layer protein
lattices; vesicle attachment and successive spontaneous
vesicle fusion. The S-layer lattice has a so-called antifouling
characteristic, meaning that nothing sticks to it and hence,
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same ∆D was previously reported for SsLMs [10].
Subsequently the lipid membranes were rinsed with
recrystallization buffer to remove unbound excess material.

Figure 2. QCM-D measurement showing the SsLM formation process and
the subsequent incorporation of RyR1 out from dialyzed proteoliposomes.

vesicles would simply roll over the proteinaceous lattice [3].
This intrinsic feature may be a biological function of the
S-layer lattice covering many prokaryotic cells. Therefore,
EDC was used to activate the carboxyl groups of the S-layer
protein forming highly reactive O-acylisourea intermediates.
Subsequently a solution of vesicles (LUVs) comprising of
Egg PC, DMPE and β-diketone ligand was passed over the
S-layer lattice [10]. This composition was chosen for several
reasons: The Egg PC is the bulk component forming the
spherical vesicle, DMPE as linker molecule is covalently
bound with its terminal amino group to the activated S-layer
protein, and the amphiphilic β-diketone ligand molecules
incorporated in the LUVs master their fusion by the intervesicular complex formation of two β-diketone ligands with
one Eu3+-ion. The accompanied dramatic structural change
of the lipid layer can nicely be investigated by QCM-D.
Initially, the layer composed of bound vesicles gave rise to a
huge decrease in ∆f (~-340 Hz) and increase in ∆D (~65 ×
10-6), corresponding to a very soft, highly water–containing
vesicular layer. After Eu3+-ion triggered vesicle fusion, ∆f
increased instantly to ~-100 Hz and ∆D decreased to
~10×10-6 (Figure 2). The pronounced shift in ∆f and ∆D
provide clear evidence for the change of the attached lipid
structure. The obtained difference in ∆f between the S-layer
lattice with and without an attached lipid membrane is
approximately 22 Hz (Table 1). This value is in good
agreement with the previously reported QCM-D response for
bilayer lipid membrane formation [10][13]. In addition, the
TABLE 1: QCM-D DATA FOR SSLM FORMATION AND RYR1 RECONSTITUTION USING DIALYZED (A) AND UNDIALYZED (B) PROTEOLIPOSOMES.
Data calculated from QCM-D measurements; n = 8
SbpA
SsLM

Frequency [Hz]

Dissipation×10-6

Mass [ng]

74.5 ± 5.4

1.01 ± 0.05

1317.7 ± 95.0

21.8 ± 1.3

8.69 ± 0.02

385.4 ± 22.1

RyR1

(A)

33.0 ± 22.9

0.91 ± 2.71

584.3 ± 386.3

RyR1

(B)

15.6 ± 4.9

-6.07 ± 0.42

275.2 ± 86.1
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B. Reconstitution of RyR1 via undialyzed proteoliposomes
Addition of RyR1 proteoliposomes (1:100 dilution; 13.8
μg/mL RyR1) causes a significant shift in ∆f indicating the
attachment of RyR1 to the lipid membrane. Due to the
moderate shift in ∆f and ∆D, an attachment of intact
proteoliposomes can be excluded. The incorporation of
RyR1 is evidenced by the fact that ∆f does not decrease after
rinsing. The difference in ∆f in respect to the SsLM was
determined to be ~33 Hz. This value is corresponding to a
mass of 584.3 ng. Mean values of ∆f, ∆D, and changes in
mass of repeated measurements are summarized in Table 1.
Since proteoliposomes hosting RyR1 still contained CHAPS,
it is not possible to determine the most probably small
influence of the detergent on the bound mass.
To investigate the influence of the RyR1 concentration
on its incorporation into the SsLM, the experiment was
repeated with a lower (1:500 dilution – 2.76 µg/mL) and a
higher concentration (1:50 dilution – 27.6 μg/mL) of RyR1.
For the 1:500 dilution ∆f was determined to be -19.5 Hz.
Hence, the decrease in ∆f was slightly more than half of the
value observed for the 1:100 dilution. Looking at the mass
change, the attached mass was slightly higher (344.6 ng)
than half of the mass determined for the 1:100 dilution. In
contrast, ∆f was -30.1 Hz for the 1:50 dilution. Although the
concentration of RyR1 was the double value than for the
1:100 dilution, the decrease in ∆f was approximately 3 Hz
lower. The calculated mass of incorporated RyR1 was even
slightly lower (532.1 ng) despite the higher concentration.
However, as RyR1 is very bulky (29 nm × 29 nm per RyR1
complex [14]), there is a limitation in the number of
incorporated RyR1 simply by the available membrane area,
which is theoretically reached at the 1:100 dilution.
C. Reconstitution of RyR1 via dialyzed proteoliposomes
To investigate the influence of CHAPS on the
incorporation of RyR1 into the SsLM, the experiment were
repeated with the 1:100 dilution of dialyzed RyR1
proteoliposomes (Figure 2). The shifts in ∆f after formation
of an S-layer lattice and closed bilayer were equal to those
observed in previous experiments. Table 1 shows that ∆f as
well as the calculated mass for incorporated RyR1 is much
lower for dialysis treated proteoliposomes than for the
previous set of experiments without dialysis (275 ng vs. 584
ng, respectively). This finding could be explained by the
absence of CHAPS, which was still present in the undialyzed
proteoliposomes.
Another interesting result is the decrease in dissipation:
In the experiment with undialyzed RyR1, ∆D between SsLM
and incorporated RyR1 was determined to +0.91×10-6. In
contrast to this value, the difference for dialyzed RyR1 has a
negative value (-6×10-6; Table1). Hence, it is conceivable
that the lipid membrane containing a detergent, which may
induce defects in the lipid bilayer structure, behaves more
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viscoelastic than the membrane purely comprised of
phospholipid molecules.
All experiments both, with dialyzed and undialyzed
RyR1 proteoliposomes evidenced the incorporation of RyR1
into solid SsLMs. The use of proteoliposomes lacking
CHAPS gave a much lower value for mass change indicating
that the presence of CHAPS facilitate the incorporation of
RyR1 via proteoliposomes into the SsLM. Another
explanation for the different results could be that the protein
content was higher in the undialyzed assay, thereby resulting
in a higher mass attached to the sensor (Table1). Finally, one
cannot exclude that a certain part of the total mass
determined by QCM-D has to be referred to the detergent
CHAPS.
D. Negative control
All previously performed experiments provide evidence
for the incorporation of RyR1 into SsLMs. To confirm that
the receptor is not attached due to unspecific adsorption to
the naked SbpA lattice, control experiments without previous
formation of a lipid membrane were conducted. The
attachment of RyR1 (13.8 μg/mL) directly on an S-layer
lattice is clearly visible by the decrease in ∆f (data not
shown). However, flushing of the system causes an increase
in ∆f until the initial value for the SbpA lattice was reached.
Thus, the whole mass assigned to RyR1 attached to the
S-layer lattice was washed away. This result proves that
RyR1 can successfully be reconstituted into an SsLM but it
does not stick to a plain S-layer lattice on a sustained basis.
IV.
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Abstract—Methylene blue (MB) and its derivatives have applications as photosensitizers in photodynamic therapy. However, little is known about their interactions with phospholipid
membranes at the molecular level. We employed molecular
dynamics simulations to model the binding between MB and a
dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer. This was done
in the presence of molecular oxygen within the membrane. The
abitily of MB to induce photodamage was inferred based on its
immersion depth and degree of exposition to a higher oxygen
concentration inside the membrane. In addition, the effect of the
presence of ions in the solvent was explicitly considered.
Keywords–methylene blue, lipid bilayer, molecular dynamics
simulation

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Photosensitization is the basis of photodynamic therapy
(PDT), a technique that has been used to treat various solid tumors in the skin, breast, lung, bladder, and esophagus [1]. The
method relies on the administration of a sensitizer molecule
that is able to induce the formation of reactive oxygen species
(ROS), for example, singlet oxygen (1 O2 ), when exposed
to light of the appropriate wavelength [2]. ROS-mediated
reactions in the cell membrane eventually lead to severe tissue
damage since these species can act as powerful oxidizing
agents, able to induce irreversible photodamage, necrosis or
apoptosis, in tumor tissues [1].
The study of biological membranes involves the understanding of the influence of many different organelles and
proteins. Model membranes, such as phospholipid bilayers,
are often used in PDT studies. In particular, DPPC is the most
abundant phospholipid in lung surfactant, primarily responsible
for the reduction of surface tension to near 0 mN/m during
expiration [3]. DPPC is zwitteronic having a negative charge
on the phosphate group and a positive charge on the amine.
Methylene blue is a phenothiazinium dye with the following properties: strong absorbance in the range of 550–700 nm,
significant quantum yield (φ∆ = 0.52) [2], triplet with long
intrinsic lifetime, low fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime,
and low reduction potential [4]. Because of these characteristics, it has been used in a variety of photochemical applications
including solar energy conversion [4] and PDT [5].
Localization of the sensitizer is a key issue in the understanding and determination of the PDT efficiency [1]. To
facilitate drug development, it is often necessary to identify a
target. A systematic study of structure-activity relationships
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Figure 1.
Schematic representation of methylene blue (MB) and DPPC
indicating relevant regions and atoms.

can then aid in improving the therapeutic procedure. Our
aim in this work was to explore the interaction between a
model membrane (DPPC) and a photosensitizer (MB). In
addition, the effect of the presence of ions in the solvent was
investigated, since they might play a crucial role in determining
the structural and electrostatic properties of model bilayers [6].
This allowed us to access the role of solvent ions in the
interaction of MB with DPPC.
This manuscript is organized as follows. In Section II, we
briefly describe our theoretical approach. In Section III, our
results for the interaction of MB and model DPPC membrane
are discussed and compared to other works whenever posssible. Finally, a summary is presented in Section IV.
II.

T HEORETICAL M ODELING

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using
the GROMACS 4.5.1 simulation package [7][8]. Molecular
motions were computed by numerical integration of Newton’s
equations with a time step of 2 fs. Fully hydrated lipid
bilayers made of DPPC were represented using the force field
developed by Kukol [9]. The interaction parameters were based
on the GROMOS53A6 force field [10], in which aliphatic
carbon atoms and their adjacent hydrogens are treated as united
atoms. Figure 1 shows the structure of methylene blue (MB)
and DPPC indicating relevant atoms (N, N’, N”, and P) and
regions (A). To simulate fully hydrated lipid bilayers, the SPC
model [11] was used for water. A single oxygen molecule was
added to the aqueous phase. The oxygen molecule dissolved
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Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the drug-membrane binding process for MB.
The top half of the lipid bilayer is also represented in the background.

in the membrane was described with parameters taken from
the literature [12]. For compatibility, the methylene blue was
assembled using the standard functional groups in the GROMOS53A6 force field [10]. The MB partial charges were taken
from the density functional calculations performed using the
Gaussian package [13].
Starting configurations for molecular dynamics were obtained from a pre-equilibrated membrane patch with 128 lipid
molecules. Methylene blue was initially placed at the aqueous
phase at a distance of ca. 3 nm from the bilayer surface. Only
one MB molecule was added. A Cl− ion was added to neutralize the system. In order to simulate systems at polar ionic
strength, 27 Na+ and 27 Cl− ions are added to the aqueous
phase. Overall, each simulated system had lateral dimensions
of ca. 6.2 nm parallel to the membrane surface (xy-plane)
and ca. 8.5 nm along the bilayer normal (z-axis). Periodic
boundary conditions were applied in all Cartesian directions.
The simulation protocol started with an equilibration run for
5.5 ns, during which the position of MB was kept restrained.
The molecule was then released and molecular trajectories
were recorded for 300 ns under controlled temperature (310 K)
and pressure (1 atm).
The drug-membrane binding process was followed in time
by recording both the position and the orientation of the
different photosensitizers with respect to the bilayer. Density distributions of the membrane building blocks and the
photosensitizer were calculated along the z axis. The degree
of overlap between the distributions of photosensitizers and
molecular oxygen was taken as an indicator of the expected
1 O generation efficiency. Further details of our theoretical
2
modeling can be found in [14].
III.

R ESULTS

AND

D ISCUSSION

In the first step of our study, we have investigated the
influence of ions in the MB-membrane binding process. Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the MB-membrane
binding process. The immersion depth is defined as the distance between the center of mass of the photosensitizer and
the water/bilayer interface. The top half of the lipid bilayer
is also represented in the background. In both cases, MB
started at the aqueous phase and reached the membrane surface
within the first 2 or 3 ns, driven by favorable drug-membrane
electrostatic interactions. As clearly seen in Figure 2, MB
reaches a largest immersion depth, ∼0.5 to 0.8 nm, when ions
were not considered, compared to ∼0.2 nm in the case they
were included.
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Figure 3. Upper panel: temporal evolution of the positions of the nitrogen
atoms with respect to the bilayer/water interface, when ions are not considered.
Lower panel: temporal evolution of the angle, θ , between the nitrogen atoms
vector with respect to the membrane-water interface.

In order to access the orientation of MB when immersed
on the DPPC bilayer, we analyze the relative positions of the
the nitrogen atoms, indicated by N in Figure 1. In the upper
panel of Figure 3 the temporal evolution of the positions of
the nitrogen atoms with respect to the bilayer/water interface
(when ions are not considered) is presented. These relative
positions allowed us to extract the angle, θ , of the nitrogen
atoms vector with respect to the membrane-water interface.
The temporal evolution θ is shown in the lower panel of
Figure 3. MB immersion occurs with the molecule forming an
average angle close to 40◦ with the membrane-water interface,
although a large fluctuation is observed. A similar average
angle, ∼35◦ , is observed when ions are added to the water
solution, as shown in Figure 4. However, in this case θ ’s
fluctuation is much smaller. Together, Figures 2, 3, and 4
clearly show that, in the absence of ions, MB presents a higher
mobility.
Next, we analyze the density profiles of different atoms or
functional groups of MB and DDPC and the oxygen molecule,
as shown in Figure 5, when ions are considered, and Figure 6,
when ions are not taken into consideration. These density
profiles give the spatial probability to find different molecules
or functional groups along the bilayer normal. The density
profiles for the phosphatidylcholine atoms N” and P and the
functional group A are represented by dashed lines. In the
insets, the black dashed lines represent the DPPC membranes
in both cases.
For both systems, the nitrogen atoms of the AM molecule
(N–NMB ) present a bimodal distribution (violet solid lines).
The membrane surfaces were heuristically defined at the peaks
of the phosphate group distribution, since the water density
dropped from its bulk value to zero within the region occupied
by this group. It is clear from Figure 5 that, in the presence of
ions, the methylene blue molecule immersion is in such a way
that the one of the symmetric nitrogen atom is in the region
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Figure 6. Density profiles, i.e. spatial probability to find different molecules
or functional groups along the bilayer normal when ions are not considered.
Density profiles were arbitrary scaled in order to allow a better visualization.
Figure 4. Upper panel: temporal evolution of the positions of the nitrogen
atoms with respect to the bilayer/water interface, when ions are considered.
Lower panel: temporal evolution of the angle, θ , between the nitrogen atoms
vector with respect to the membrane-water interface.

Figure 5. Density profiles, i.e. spatial probability to find different molecules or
functional groups along the bilayer normal when ions are considered. Density
profiles were arbitrary scaled in order to allow a better visualization.

of the phospholipid head group, indicated by P. When ions
are not included, as depicted in Figure 6, the MB molecule
immersion is such that the nitrogen atom is closer to the A
region, around the region where C=O bonds can be found.
The density profiles in Figures 5 and 6 predict an increased
oxygen concentration in the membrane interior as compared
with the aqueous phase. Figure 7 shows how MB and the
oxygen molecules are distributed along the bilayer normal
when ions are present in the solvent (right) or not (left). The
probability of electron/energy transfer via type I mechanism
can be estimated, in a simple but effective way [14], in terms
of the integral overlap between the density profiles of MB
(ρMB ) and of molecular oxygen (ρO2 ) along the z axis. This
probability can be obtained as
PO2 /MB ∝
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(1)

Figure 7. MB and the oxygen molecule distribution along the z axis when
ions are explicitly considered in the solvent (left) or not (right). In the inset, the
integral overlap between the density profiles of MB (ρMB ) and of molecular
oxygen (ρO2 ) along the z axis for both systems are compared.

where the integral runs over the entire system length along
the z axis. A direct correlation can not be assumed between
photodynamic efficiency and the probability of ROS generation
since the membrane binding might be influenced by the
presence of ions in the solvent. The integral overlap O2 /MB is
indicated in the inset of Figure 7. Since the calculated values
for both cases are very close, we believe that the relative
photodynamic efficiency is probably defined by differences in
membrane binding.
In Photodynamic Therapy (PDT), an excited photosensitizer can undergo type I (electron transfer) and/or type II
(energy transfer) reactions to produce highly reactive oxygen species (ROS), resulting in necrosis and/or apoptosis
of exposed cells [1]. Type I reactions generate radical and
−
radical anion species (e.g., O−
2 , HO ), while type II reactions
1
produce singlet oxygen ( O2 ) by energy transfer between a
photosensitizer in its excited state and an oxygen molecule.
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In this later case, membrane damage results from the tendency of 1 O2 to add to hydrocarbon double bonds, forming
hydroperoxides. Since DPPC is a saturated lipid, the formation
of hydroperoxides via a Type I mechanism is not possible.
However, it is already well stablished [15] that eukaryotic cell
membranes contain mixtures of glycerolipids (in mammalina
cells, all phospholipids except sphingomyelin), sphyngolipids,
and sterols. As a consequence, DPPC can be found in cell
membranes with different unsaturated lipids. Photodynamic
damage is believed to occur in the close vicinity of the
sensitizer because teh main cytotoxic product, singlet oxygen,
has a short life time. Therefore, it is fair to say that when MB
is incorporated in a DPPC domain, the photodamage in vicinal
unsaturated lipids might occur. Following this argument, it is
possible to infer that the photodamage might occur in the
head group region, when ions are included, or close to the
hydrophobic region, when ions are not considered.
By unveiling the interaction of DPPC with AM at a
molecular level, we are contributing for a better knowledge
of structure-activity relationships of such systems. We believe
that this will help in improving the the use of AM as a PDT
agent.
IV.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this work, molecular dynamics simulations were employed to examine the interactions between MB and DPPC
bilayer at a molecular level when ions are present in the solvent
or not. We found that the immersion depth of MB is higher in
the absence of ions, but the molecule orientation is the same
in both cases: MB is slightly tilted. Our data also suggests that
MB mobility is also higher when ions are not present. With
ions in the solvent, the methylene blue molecule immersion
is in such a way that it is placed between the phospholipid
head group and the C=O bond region. When ions are not
considered, the MB molecule immersion is higher in such way
that electron/energy transfer mechanisms might also take place
in the hydrophobic region of the DPPC bilayer. In addition, the
probability of energy/electron transfer is estimated and found
to be very similar whith or without the presence of ions.
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Abstract — Basic bio-inspired information-processing motifs,
such as feed forward can be useful in complex biochemical
networks for signal processing and biosensing. We propose an
experimental design and a numerical approach to a synthetic
enzyme cascade-based biochemical system for feed-forward
loop implementation that demonstrates an ability to delay and
stabilize the changes in the output signal in response to chaotic
fluctuations in the input signal.
Keywords — Feed-forward loop; enzymatic processes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Information processing with networked biomolecular
reactions, termed “biocomputing” [1][2], is a type of
unconventional computing [3] that offers interesting new
applications for multi-input biosensing [4]-[6] and generally
complex signal processing [7][8] without involving
electronics at each step. Most experimental efforts aimed to
implementing biocomputing utilize the analog/digital
approach because it is fully understood and has fault-tolerant
scalability. This approach has been successfully applied to
many enzyme-based systems offering a selection of binary
logic gates [9]-[12]. Small biochemical networks have also
been explored, utilizing concatenated enzymatic reactions to
carry out Boolean functions [1][2][13]-[15].
However, biomolecular processes also offer tools for
considering new unconventional network elements and
architectures that are bio-inspired but are vastly simpler than
those in nature. Indeed, recent research has involved
consideration of non-binary network elements for improving
noise handling of binary steps, and also utilization of several
bio-inspired memory elements (memristors, etc.) for designs
of electronic circuitry for specific applications [16][17]. The
former development [2][18]-[27] allowed to incorporate
biochemical “filtering” in biocatalytic reactions and reaction
cascades, leading to a considerable reduction of the noise
transmission factor. The resulting output response as a
function of the input was transformed to sigmoid shape
[2][18][19][21].
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Realization of such synthetic biochemical systems in the
framework of biocomputing [1][2][28]-[30] has enabled their
implementation in practical applications, primarily in
biosensing. The availability of biomolecular “building
blocks” offers a toolbox of processes to experiment with
optimization of networking involved in signal processing
with biomolecular reaction cascades [1][21].
Several research groups have studied biocomputing,
using synthetic deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) chains
(oligonucleotides) [31][32], various proteins (including
enzymes) [12][14][18]-[21][33]-[36], and other bio-objects
[10][37][38] (even whole cells). Compatibility of enzymes
with physiological processes and electronics has favored
their use in biocomputing designs aimed at near-term
applications. Enzyme reactions are also particularly suitable
for interfacing with electronics [39][40] in electrochemical
settings. Therefore, even small networks with several
enzymatic steps offer applications [41], e.g., for biosensing
[4]-[6][31][32], for the point-of-care [33][34] and security
purposes [35][36].
Information processing in nature is another successful
approach, quite different from the analog/digital paradigm.
Systems biology studies aspects of nature’s information
processing [8][37]-[39]. Bio-inspired approaches have
resulted in interesting research involving memory, learning,
etc. Some of the considered “network elements” enable
novel electronic circuit designs [16][17] and suggest novel
biocomputing approaches [40][41].
Here, we review recent ideas [42] and report new results
on enzymatic-process realizations of feed-forward loops
which are the most common network motifs in nature’s
information processing [8][42]-[46]. Specifically, feedforward loops are abundant as signal processing steps in
cellular processes ranging from regulatory mechanisms [47]
to cell differentiation [48]. The functionality of feed-forward
loops and other complicated network motifs is largely
determined by the connectivity of the various network
components including biochemical processes [43][49][50].
The study of the feed-forward dynamics usually focuses on
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specific network architectures of interest [45][50][51]. Such
research is typically devoted to modeling of the temporal or
spatial features of constituent processes [43]-[45][50][51],
and to their networking [45][52][53].
There are several types of feed-forward loops. The most
common examples of the feed-forward loop network motif
are the coherent and incoherent feed-forward loops [8], that
have been extensively studied theoretically [43][44][54].
More complicated “topologies” have also been considered
[49][50], with different types of activation [44][51].
However, only limited experimental realizations are known
to date for feed-forward loops as synthetic biochemical
processes, specifically, with DNA [55].
Modeling allows exploration of the potential future
incorporation of bio-inspired network elements into
biochemical circuits [8][42][56][57], for instance, for
biocomputing [52][58][59]. Numerical approaches include
biochemical systems theory [60], kinetic modeling [42][43],
Gaussian models [49], cellular automata simulation [50], etc.
In Section II we discuss possible realizations of feedforward biochemical system. Section III is devoted to
proposed experimental design and numerical approach to the
synthetic biochemical system with enzyme-catalyzed
biochemical reactions that demonstrate feed-forward
response. In Section IV offers a concluding discussion.
II.

activate the output signal, Z, production. The latter is
another feed-forward option. In the simplest classification
[44][62], there are 8 different loop types:
X→Z or X ⊣Z, X→Y or X⊣Y, Y→Z or Y⊣Z.

The feed-forward loop is “coherent” or “incoherent”
depending on whether the net effect of X on the production
of Z in the secondary pathway is the same as in the primary.
The most common feed-forward loops in nature involve
three activations [44][47][48].
We present a potential realization of such a process [42]
with enzymatic reactions in Figure 1. Such systems require at
least two biochemical processes that generate signals Y and
Z. The chemical reaction rates of these processes are then
controlled by the input at time t, X(t). Here chemical input
signal X activates (promotes) the production of both Z and Y,
whereas Y promotes the production of Z.

Z

Х

Final
Output
Output
ΔNADH
ΔNADH

Y

Z
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NADH
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DISCUSSION OF THE FEED-FORWARD REALIZATION

In this work, we propose a realization of feed-forward
systems with few coupled enzymatic reactions [42], which,
if realized, will be a much simpler implementation than
those in nature. Let us discuss an example of a possible
design and offer a general introduction. The details of the
actual biochemistry of this and other systems are explained
in [42]. Unlike the various earlier-realized biocomputing
gates, feed forward in most cases is not functioning as a
binary gate [60]-[63]. We expect that the considered designs
[42] will initiate research into synthetic information
processing setups not aimed at “artificial life” [64]-[66], but
rather at a more limited and hopefully more tractable task of
mimicking the nature’s information processing.
The challenge of attempting enzyme-process realizations
of the feed-forward loop is that it has two “signal
transduction” steps (see the scheme in Figure 1), each
involving the input signal, X, usually not being directly
converted into the output Z. Instead, in the primary (direct)
step, X acts as the activator (promoter), denoted by →, or
repressor (inhibitor), denoted by ⊣, of ongoing processes that
generate the output signal, Z. The secondary (indirect)
pathway in the loop consists of the input X affecting
(activating or repressing) the processes that produce another,
intermediate signal, Y. This intermediate signal, Y, in turn
activates or represses the ongoing processes of the
production of the output, Z. In Figure 1, two enzymecatalyzed biochemical processes (shown in boxes) constantly
produce chemicals that are signals Y and Z.
For biochemical realizations, we will consider the
simplest situation when X or Y, rather than X and Y together

(1)

ADH
DTT

Primary
Input

X

Activation
A

NAD+

Et-OH

ADH-DS converted to ADH & DDC

Y
GSH

NAD+

GR
NADH

GSSG

Fig. 1. Feed-forward loop with activation in all the signal
transduction steps. The top scheme shows the activations involved.
The biochemical processes are explained in Section III, with
additional details founds in [42].

In some situations, activation can be made rather sharp
as a function of parameters, and inhibition can also be made
sharp. Then, the feed-forward loop can approximate binary
logic gates [67]. However, generally feed forward is not
binary. Its primary network function, specifically with three
promotions (Figure 1), is to provide a stabilizing role.
Indeed, feed-forward loop as a network element has the
capability to delay the changes in the output signal, Z(t), in
response to erratic fluctuations and fast variations in the
environmental input signal, X(t) [42][45][47][51][52]. This
frequently enables threshold behavior [8][44], whereby the
response begins and/or stops only when one or several of
the chemical concentrations cross (up or down) activation
thresholds. Otherwise, the system does not respond to input
signal variations. This property avoids waste of resources in
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natural-pathway responses. The secondary pathway
provides the postponing of the effect of changes in the input
signal, X, in its net impact on Z. The system’s response can
then also have its own response time scale(s) [44][68]-[70].
In an experimental realization, we have to control the
availability of the input chemical, X(t), inputting or
deactivating this compound by physical or (bio)chemical
methods, at the rate, Rext, that can be negative or positive,
reaction terms,

(2)

where the “reaction terms” describe the kinetics of a
possible consumption of X by the biochemical processes of
the feed-forward loop itself. The quantification of the feedforward effect will consist of detecting how the response
time dependence of Z(t) is affected by the presence of the
secondary transduction step, X → Y → Z. This pathway can
be enabled at various degrees of activity.
The stabilizing effects expected of feed-forward
functions have never been realized in simple “synthetic”
enzymatic systems. Here, we highlight the challenges
involved in such realizations, see [42]. Ref. [42] also offers
an example of an enzymatic system with all the
transductions being repression, ⊣, steps.
III.

The full realization and characterization of the proposed
enzymatic cascade will require addressing several
challenges, even though some of the processes have already
been studied in the literature. Possible experimental
realizations and preliminary tests are described in [42].
Generally, the structure of enzymatic feed-forward
realizations is shown in Figure 2. We will next discuss a
kinetic modelling approach to such systems. In modelling of
feed-forward loops, one can set up coupled rate equations
[42] describing signal and other compound variations. This
approach can yield the expected features, including the
delayed response of the output to the input’s
variations/fluctuations, and other properties. For enzymes,
the resulting systems of equations will be more complicated
and contain different terms than those considered in purely
phenomenological formulations [7][62].
P3

Y

(3)

is the measured output signal, Z(t). The names of the
additional chemical compounds in Figure 1, are abbreviated
as follows: dithiothreitol (DTT), diethyldithiocarbamate
(DDC), disulfiram (DS), and their role is detailed in [42].
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P1

P2

Let us outline the principles of feed-forward design [42]
based on enzymatic cascades. Specifically, consider the
system shown in Figure 1. This cascade includes the
functioning of two enzymes with activations in all steps:
Glutathione reductase (GR), which biocatalytically converts
glutathione from its oxidized form, Glutathione disulfide
(GSSG), to the reduced form, Glutathione (GSH). Then,
GSH, acts as the intermediate signal, Y, in the feed-forward
functioning. In parallel, β-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
is converted from its reduced form, NADH, to the oxidized
Alcohol
dehydrogenase
(ADH),
form,
NAD+.
biocatalytically oxidizes ethanol (Et-OH) to yield
acetaldehyde (AcAd), while β-nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide is converted from its oxidized form, NAD+, to
the reduced state NADH. These processes can yield the
increase in the amount of NADH that can be measured
optically by changes in absorption. Thus, as expected for
feed forward, signals Z and Y are generated continuously
once the reactions are started. In fact, the rate of production
of NADH must be kept in check, to avoid rapid build-up of
signal Z: The excess concentration of NADH,
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DESIGN AND MODELLING

∆NADH(t) = NADH(t) – NADH(0),

P4

E2

S2

E1

S1

X
I1
Fig. 2. Principle of an enzymatic-cascade feed-forward design in
terms of the constituent enzymatic processes. Activations or
repressions (promotions or inhibitions) are shown by brown lines.

We use the standard Michaelis-Menten type model,
which focuses on the dominant enzyme bio-catalysis
mechanism. The first enzyme, E1, binds a substrate, S1, to
produce a complex, C. This complex can either on its own
or by binding another substrate, S2, produces the product(s)
P1,2 (Figure 2), restoring the enzyme to its original form. In
the chemical reaction notation, we have,
S1 + E1 ⇄ C,

S2 + C → E1 + P1 + P2.

(4)

The second step can usually be assumed irreversible, but the
first one requires two rate constants. These process
parameters, here k±1, k2, are generally not known
individually and have to be fitted from experiments.
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Activation/repression can involve several mechanisms,
one of which can be a complex formation, for example,
I1 + E1 ⇄

+ W.

(5)

Here, the “complex” is the modified enzyme
with a
different activity, with larger or smaller rate constants,
,
in processes similar to those in Equation (4), and it can
be restored to the original form, E1, for example by reacting
with some other chemical, here denoted W. If, for instance,
I1 is our input, X, then the added “reaction terms” in
Equation (2) enter via such chemical processes,
= Rext(t) – r1I1(t)E1(t) + r–1W(t)

(t),

(6)

whereas the time-dependence of the quantities entering here
is in turn set by their own rate equations, for example,
= – r1I1E1 + r–1W

– k1S1E1 + k–1C,

(7)

etc. Note that in the next stage, when writing the rate
equation for S1, for instance, terms resulting from its
reaction with both the original and modified enzymes will
enter, with their respective rates,
= – k1S1E1 + k–1C –

S1

+

̅.

(8)

Even within this relatively simple chemical kinetics
description, enzymatic cascades lead to systems of
numerous chemical rate equations, with parameters that
depend on the physical and chemical conditions of the
experiment, and that are documented only to a very limited
extent; typically, at most a single parameter, calculated in
our notation from the quantities k±1 and S2(0)k2, call the
Michaelis-Menten constant, is tabulated.
Attempts can be made to consider much more simple
enzymatic feed-forward realizations. Let us consider the
cascade sketched in Figure 3, where X is one of the
substrates for enzyme E1, but also for enzyme E2. The
former enzyme outputs Z as one of its products, whereas the
latter outputs Y. However, Y is a substrate for enzyme E3,
which also outputs Z. Such systems are easier to design for
experimental realizations because they involve process
cascades of the type already realized in the binarybiocomputing-gate research [1][2]. The “activation” by X
and by Y consists of them simply being the actual inputs
enabling the reactions. The availability of the primary input
substrate, X(t), was controlled by adjusting Rext(t), to yield
the shown time dependence.
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Fig. 3. The top scheme shows a three-enzyme system, which
was numerically modelled as a candidate for a simplified allactivations feed forward. Our modelling results indicate that a
limited feed-forward-type delayed response is possible, as
illustrated by the blue curve.

In this model, adjustable quantities (concentrations of
those chemicals that are not designated as input/output
signals) can be selected as needed to achieve variants of
delayed response, Figure 3, to various protocols, Rext(t), of
controlling the input signal availability. However, this
simplified approach cannot provide the full-featured feedforward realization even for the all-activations case. More
complicated cascades [42], such as that shown in Figure 1,
will have to be explored in future work.
IV.

CONCLUSION

We surveyed the conceptual design for cascades of
enzyme-catalyzed biochemical reactions that promise
realizations of the feed-forward response. This design of
synthetic biochemical system with few coupled enzymatic
reactions demonstrated the activation in all the signal
transduction steps with a capability to delay the changes in
the output signal. Such enzymatic-process realization of
feed-forward loops is expected to have a stabilizing effect in
the response to chaotic fluctuations in the input signals.
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Abstract—Using first principles density functional calculations,
the stability and structural properties Au@Ag and Ag@Au
core shell nanoparticles is explored. Our data shows that the
growth of Au shell layers on an Ag core nanoparticle is more
likely to happen than the growth of Ag shell layers on an Au
core nanoparticle. Our structural analysis indicates that lower
coordinated sites experience a bigger contraction when compared
to the metallic 12 coordinated sites. In addition, our structural
and energetic data for homonuclear Au and Ag nanoparticles
indicate that dispersion forces do not decisively influence these
properties.
Keywords–nanoparticle; core-shell; dispersion forces

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Metal nanoparticles (Nps) show size and shape-dependent
optical and electronic properties that are appreciable different from those observed for bulk metals. These has lead
to extensive investigations involving metallic nanoparticles
as building blocks for nanoscale materials and devices. In
particular, gold and silver nanoparticles have been extensively
explored in a variety of fields, including catalysis, food industry, environmental conservation, fluorescence biosensors,
glucose biosensors, nucleic acids-based biosensors, proteinbased biosensors, drug delivery vehicles and cancer therapeutic
agents [1].
Since gold presents high biocompatibility, chemical stability, and easy surface modification, it is often considered to be
more suitable for biomedical applications [1]. Silver, on the
other hand, presents higher plasmonic efficiency and superior
magnetic enhancement in the visible range and it is more
attractive for optoelectronics, photovoltaics, and sensing [1].
In order to combine these properties, a great deal of attention
has been devoted to the synthesis of core shell and alloy
bimetallic NPs. The main idea is to tune the NPs optical
catalytic properties and making them useful in other fields,
such as taggants for security applications [2].
The AuAg system is of particular interest since the Surface
Plasmon Resonance (SPR) band might be tunable between
∼520 nm for Au and ∼410 nm for Ag [2]. These interesting
physical and chemical properties appear because of the combination of two kinds of metals and their fine structures, evolving
new surface characteristics. With a view to contribute to a
better understanding of the surface properties of these complex
systems, in this work we explore the stability and structural
properties Au@Ag and Ag@Au core shell NPs. In addition,
the influence of dispersion (van der Waals) interactions in the
core shell properties is also discussed.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a 561 atoms nanoparticle, with 2 gold
core layers (gold atoms) and 3 silver shell layers (gray atoms), refered as
3Ag@2Au for simplicity.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we briefly
describe our theoretical approach. In Section III, our results
for Au@Ag and Ag@Au core shell NPs are discussed and
compared to available theoretical and experimental works.
Finally, a summary is presented in Section IV.
II.

T HEORETICAL M ODELING

Cube-octahedral nanoparticles with 147, 309, 561 and 923
atoms are modeled considering an extended bulk with a face
centered cubic (FCC) crystalline packing properly cut to give
the desired geometry, following the procedure described in [3].
These nanoparticle’s sizes where chosen in order to guarantee
that the studied systems can properly represent the nanoparticle’s properties [3]. By construction, our nanoparticles are
similar to onions, i.e., the growth of a nanoparticle is done
by layers. This is consistent with the experimental findings by
Maenosono and co-workers [4] suggesting that the shell layers
thickness can be closely controlled. The 561 atoms nanoparticle, for example, has 5 layers. Core shell nanoparticles are
then constructed by the exchange of a complete layer of
atoms. Following this picture, for a 561 atoms nanoparticle, for
example, 3Ag@2Au indicates a nanoparticle with 2 gold core
layers and 3 silver shell layers. The 3Ag@2Au nanoparticle is
schematically represented in Figure 1.
Our simulations are performed considering the supercell
scheme and a vacuum region greater than 10 Å between
the images. The ionic potentials are described by ultra-soft
pseudopotential [5][6][7] and the electron-electron exchangecorrelation interactions are described within density functional
theory (DFT) considering the generalized gradient approximation as proposed by Perdew and Wang (PW91) [8]. Spin
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Esystem − (NAg × µAg + NAu × µAu )
Ef =
,
Ntot

(1)

where Esystem is the total energy of a given configuration, NAu
and NAg are the total number of Au and Ag atoms, respectively,
µX is the chemical potential of atom X and Ntot = NAu + NAg ,
i.e., the total number of atoms in the system.

-2
Au vdW
Au no vdW
Ag vdW
Ag no vdW

Energy per atom (eV)

polarization effects, as considered in the Vienna Ab-initio
Simulation Package (VASP) [9][10], are explicitly treated.
The single-particle orbitals are expressed in a plane waves
base with energy up to 290 eV, considering only the Γ point
inside the Brillouin zone. Increasing the number of k-points
or the basis set results in changes in total energies, atomic
distances and vibrational modes smaller than 0.05%, 0.1% and
0.8%, respectively. The atoms are assumed to be on their low
energy position when the forces are smaller than 10 meV/Å.
Dispersion forces, indicated by vdW for short, are taken into
account by a simple pair-wise force field, as proposed by
Grimme [11]. The C6 and R0 vdW parameters for gold (silver)
are 40.62 (24.67) and 1.772 (1.639), respectively. Formation
energy per atom is obtained using

-2,5

-3

-3,5

-4

9

9,5

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

In the first step of our study, we investigate the influence of
the inclusion of dispersion forces (vdW) on the energetic and
structural properties of different sized homonuclear nanoparticles. Figure 2 presents the energy per atom for different
gold and silver nanoparticles, bare surfaces and metallic bulk
against their mean coordination number. Nanoparticles with
147, 309, 561 and 923 atoms have coordinations numbers
8.98, 9.63, 10.05, and 10.35, respectively. The bare 001 and
111 coordination numbers are 10.67 and 11.00, while the bulk
coordination number is 12. It is clear from this figure that
both gold and silver have similar linear regression coefficients:
0.23 and 0.21, respectively, when vdW is included and 0.13
in both cases when dispersion forces are not included. In
other words, the effect of vdW is different for different sized
nanoparticles. When vdW is included, the overall change in
energy per atom is smaller for smaller nanoparticles. This is
probably related to the fact that smaller nanoparticles also have
smaller coordination numbers. In other words, since smaller
nanoparticles have a smaller percentile number of ideal 12coordinated sites, vdW interactions are more relevant in the
description of the lower coordinated sites. This is consistent
with previous observations of smaller energy differences for
atomic adsorption, e.g., noble gases [12], on metallic surface
sites with different coordinations when vdW interactions are
considered.
In Table I, we compare the average bond contraction for
homonuclear Ag nanoparticles as a function of its coordination
sites considering (vdW) or not (no vdW) dispersion forces.
The average bond contraction, in %, was found comparing
the average bond distance between a given atom site and
its first neighboring atoms for the ideal bulk NP and the
relaxed one. The mean value is obtained considering all studied
nanoparticles. It is clear from this table that lower coordinated
sites experiences a bigger contraction when compared to the
metallic 12 coordinated sites. Similar contraction patterns are
observed for Au nanoparticles. The inclusion of dispersion
forces only slightly decreases the observed contractions. Our
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11,5

12

Figure 2. Energy per atom, in eV, for different gold and silver nanoparticles,
bare surfaces and metallic bulk against their mean coordination number. The
solid lines are linear regression fits.
TABLE I.

AVERAGE BOND CONTRACTION , IN %, OF SILVER NP S FOR
DIFFERENT COORDINATION SITES CONSIDERING ( VDW) OR NOT ( NO
VDW) DISPERSION FORCES .
site

III.

10
10,5
11
Mean coordination number

c5
c7
c8
c9
c12

average contraction (%)
vdW
no vdW
3.5
4.3
2.1
2.6
1.1
1.5
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2

structural and energetic data for homonuclear Au and Ag
nanoparticles indicate that dispersion forces do not decisively
influence these properties. Therefore, in the following discussion, we will present only the results obtained for one set of
calculations and comment on the other.
In Figure 3, we present the difference in formation energies, or energy gain in eV, (no vdW) when a new shell
is adsorbed on the top of a 147 nanoparticle (corresponding
to 3 atomic layers). We consider both Ag and Au cores
covered by additional Au or Ag shell layers. Our calculations
indicate that starting from an Au core, it is always less
favorable to encapsulate it with one or more Ag shell layers
rather than adding an additional Au shell layer. For an Ag
core nanoparticle, on the other hand, the addition of Au
shell layers is always more favorable than the growth of a
bigger homonuclear Ag nanoparticle. In other words, our data
indicates that the growth of an Au shell layer on an Ag
core nanoparticle is more likely to happen than the growth
of Ag shell layers on an Au core nanoparticle. Similar results
were obtained for larger (306 and 561) nanoparticles. This
is consistent with the experimental findings indicating that
growth of Ag shells on Au cores requires a reducing agent
for reducing Ag(I) to Ag(0). In contrast, growth of Au shells
on Ag can often be accomplished by galvanic exchange or
transmetalation reactions that oxidize Ag(0) to Ag(I) dissolved
in solution while reducing Au(III) or Au(I) to Au(0) [2]. As
a consequence, Ag@Au nanoparticles are characterized by a
smooth Ag shell layer, observed by Güzel et al [13] using
Ultraviolet visible (UVVis), Reflection Absorption Infra-Red
(RAIRS) and X-ray photoelectron (XPS) spectroscopy. Our
findings are also consistent with other synthetic routes, such
as the use of Neem (Azadirachta indica) leaf broth, proposed
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Figure 3. Formation energy difference (no vdW), in eV, when a new shell is
adsorbed on the top of a 147 nanoparticle (corresponding to 3 atomic layers).

by Shankar et al. [14]. Using this approach, Shankar et al.
have found that in a competitive process involving both silver
and gold ions, the reduction of gold ions is accelerated. As
a consequence, silver do not form a uniform layer around
core gold nanoparticles, but rather form small nanoparticles
that decorate them. Although small energy differences are
observed when dispersion forces (vdW) are considered, the
same energy pattern was found. It is important to mention that
our simulations do not consider possible exchange or diffusion
mechanisms, although they might play an important role in the
growth process, as suggested by Shibata et al. [15].
Next, we analyze the shape of the studied nanoparticles.
By construction, all unrelaxed nanoparticles considered present
a cube-octahedral structure. The largest distance inside a
nanoparticle is from the central atom to the c5 site. Upon
relaxation, for Ag using vdW, this distance experiences a
contraction ranging from 0.13 Å, or 1.5%, to 0.31 Å, or 1.8%,
when the size of the nanoparticle increases from 147 to 923
atoms. A larger contraction is observed for gold nanoparticles
and vdW: 0.10 Å (1.1%) and 0.43 Å (2.5%), respectively. In
a similar manner, the bond angles between the c5 site and its
4 first neighbors is 300◦ for the unrelaxed nanoparticle. Upon
relaxation, increasing the size of the nanoparticles from 147 to
923, the angles increase to 305◦ and 309◦ for silver and to 310◦
and 313◦ for gold, respectively. Therefore, our data indicates
that, for pure cube-octahedral samples, gold nanoparticles are
more likely to have a spherical shape when compared to
silver nanoparticles. This is in agreement with TEM images
obtained by Shankar et al. [14] indicating that gold and silver
nanoparticles formed were predominantly spherical, although
thin planar structures were also observed for the former,
when Neem leaf broth was used in the nanoparticles synthesis
process.
We next analyze the 3Ag@3Au, 3Au@3Ag, 2Ag@4Au
and 2Au@4Ag 923 atom core-shell nanoparticles. The same
contraction pattern of pure nanoparticles is observed, i.e., we
observe a larger contraction for Au@Ag when compared to
Ag@Au nanoparticles. Interestingly, with only 2 Au shell
layers (2Au@4Ag) and vdW the distance between the c5 and
the central atom (0.43 Å) is already of the same magnitude
observed for the pure gold 923 atoms nanoparticle. The bond
angles between the c5 site and its 4 neighboring atoms for
Au@Ag nanoparticles (313◦ ) are similar to the ones observed
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for pure Au nanoparticles. In a similar manner, the bond
angles for Ag@Au (309◦ ) are close to the values observed for
pure Ag nanoparticles. In other words, our data indicates that
Au@Ag nanoparticles are more rounded when compared to
Ag@Au nanoparticles, in a clear indication that the structural
behavior of core-shell nanoparticles are dominated by the shell
layers, with small influence of the core. This is consistent with
the TEM images obtained by Shankar and co-workers [14]
suggesting that the Ag@Au nanoparticles are predominantly
spherical in morphology. In a similar manner, Güzel et al [13]
TEM images of Au and Au@Ag NPs showed that most of
these nanoparticles present a spherical shape. In addition,
Shankar et al., based on a comparison of the TEM images of
silver, gold, and bimetallic Ag@Au nanoparticles, suggested
that the cores in the bimetallic Ag@Au nanoparticles resemble
that of pure gold nanoparticles and the particles constituting
the shell resemble pure silver nanoparticles in terms of both
their size and shape.
IV.

C ONCLUSIONS

Using first principles density functional calculations, the
stability and structural properties Au@Ag and Ag@Au core
shell nanoparticles are explored. Our data shows that the
growth of an Au shell layers on an Ag core nanoparticle is
more likely to happen than the growth of an Ag shell layers on
an Au core nanoparticle. Our structural analysis indicates that
lower coordinated sites experience a bigger contraction when
compared to the metallic 12 coordinated sites. Our structural
and energetic data for homonuclear Au and Ag nanoparticles
indicate that dispersion forces do not decisively influence these
properties. Our data indicates that the effect of vdW is different
for different sized nanoparticles. When vdW is included, the
overall change in energy per atom is smaller for smaller
nanoparticles. In addition, our results indicate that Au@Ag
nanoparticles are more rounded when compared to Ag@Au
nanoparticles, in a clear indication that the structural behavior
of core-shell nanoparticles are dominated by the shell layers,
with small influence of the core. In the next step of our work,
the adsorption of functional groups and species on different
nanoparticle’s surfaces are going to be investigated.
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Abstract—Annealing of thin silver films in different furnaces is
studied. It is shown that identical parameters of thermal
treatment do not guarantee reproducibility and annealing
provides different results, e.g., shape and size of
nanostructures, in different furnaces. To clarify the source of
variation, morphology and reflectance spectra of the samples
are analyzed. Additionally, numerical simulation of heating
process in a diffusion furnace has been performed. It is
demonstrated that uncontrollable heating and cooling of silver
film itself leads to variation of annealing results.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Annealing is well known and broadly used in
microfabrication heat treatment of inorganic materials. In
case of polymer, heat treatment is called baking, curing or
drying. From the beginning of semiconductor technology,
annealing is used to modify properties of thin films,
substrates and interfaces. Annealing is not the crucial
microfabrication method like lithography or etching, but it is
utilized in every process flow for doping of semiconductors,
silicide formation, densification of deposited films and
sample surface conditioning [1]. Annealing is done in
furnaces, which can have different design: convection and
diffusion furnaces, hot plates and rapid thermal processing
tools, infrared (IR) and curing ovens. Usual description of
annealing in publications includes only temperature and
duration of the process [1, 2]. Sometimes information about
gas flow is added [3, 4] and it is very seldom written about
furnace design and sample position in the furnace [5].
However, different annealing tools deliver heat energy to a
sample in different ways what directly affects on obtained
results.
During annealing, the heat exchange between sample and
furnace is performed by thermal conductivity, convection
and thermal radiation. Depending on furnace design, one or
other heat transfer mode can be done dominant. For example,
a hot plate mainly heats a sample by thermal conductivity, a
diffusion furnace - by thermal radiation and convection, an
IR oven - by thermal radiation. In all furnaces heat is not
only generated, but is also dissipated. As a result, the sample
temperature is controlled by thermal balance between
heating and cooling processes.
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Additionally, the sample thermal parameters (emissivity,
thermal conductivity and heat capacitance) and sample
arrangement in a furnace (position, holder design and
shields) affect on the heating process dynamics and the
sample temperature. The most complicate situation happens
in case of phase transition of the heated thin film, e.g.,
melting or recrystallization. As a consequence, the sample
emissivity is changed and the new thermal balance is
installed.
In this paper, we demonstrate that identical heating ramp,
temperature and time of the annealing are not sufficient
conditions for reproducing of nanostructures fabricated by
annealing of thin silver films. We compare design of three
annealing tools and analyze relative strength of different
heating modes in all tools. On the base of optical properties
and crystalline structure of the annealed and as-deposited
samples we make conclusions about melting and
crystallization of silver nanostructures. To find temperature
field of the furnace and the real sample temperature we
simulate the heating processes in the diffusion furnace for
different gas flows and sample emissivities. The obtained
results are used to find correlation between annealing
conditions and morphology of silver nanostructures.
The paper is organized as follows. In the subsequent
Section II, details of sample preparation and measurement
procedures are presented. In Section III, the results of work
are demonstrated by scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images and reflectance spectra of the silver films and also by
heat transfer simulations. The effect of furnace design on
silver film annealing is discussed in Section IV. In Section
V, the conclusions are drawn.
II. EXPERIMENTS
Four identical samples were prepared to compare
annealing in different furnaces. For this purpose, a 12 nm
thick silver film was deposited by electron beam evaporation
at rate 0.2 nm/s. As a substrate was used 4” silicon wafer
with 21 nm layer of thermal oxide. After deposition the
whole wafer was cut on four quotes, which were further
processed separately. Annealing was done at 400 ºC during 5
minutes with heating ramp 21 ºC/min, and cooling ramp 3.6
ºC/min. However, all samples were processed in various
furnaces (Fig. 1).
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a)

b)

Figure 2. Optical images of the annealed (#1 - #3) and as-deposited (#4)
samples.

c)
Figure 1. Design of the diffusion furnace (a), the fast ramping furnace (b)
and the hot plate (c). Thermocouple positions and gas flows are denoted by
blue and vilolet arrows, respectively. Heating surfaces are orange.

The sample #1 was annealed in the diffusion furnace
(Fig. 1a). As a sample holder was used a 4” silicon wafer on
a quartz boat, which was located in the centre of the furnace
during experiment. It was supposed that heat exchange
through the quartz boat was negligible. The quartz furnace

tube had 4½ inch diameter, 96 cm length and 3 mm thick
walls. The resistive heater (orange strips in Fig. 1a) was
situated around the tube with the gap 1 cm. The furnace
temperature was controlled according to thermocouple
measurements on the tube surface. Room temperature
nitrogen with flow 8.3×10-5 standard m3/s was introduced in
the furnace along its axis.
The sample #2 was annealed in a fast ramping furnace
(Fig. 1b). Temperature, gas flow and process duration were
similar for both furnaces (Fig. 1a and 1b). However, in the

#1

#3

#2

#4

Figure 3. Plan SEM images of the annealed (#1 - #3) and as-deposited (#4) samples.
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III. RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows the optical image of three annealed samples
(#1-#3) and as-deposited silver film (#4). The picture was
taken by the digital camera with flash. Despite of identical
temperature and time of annealing all samples have different
colours of surface. The sample #1 is yellow-green, the
sample #2 is brown-red, the sample #3 is yellow-blue and the
as-deposited sample is grey. Bulk silver is a perfect reflector,
however, nanostructured silver possesses plasmon
resonances, which modify reflection spectra of the samples
[5-7]. Therefore, the obtained colour variation could be
explained by silver nanostructures formed on the sample
surface instead of the continuous silver film. To clarify the
suggestion we have observed all samples in SEM (Fig. 3).
The as-deposited silver film (#4) is already discontinuous,
has lace like structure and silver covers relatively large part
of surface in comparison with annealed films. The annealed
samples have close values of silver areal density and
nanostructure sizes, but shape of nanoislands depends on
annealing conditions. The sample #2 demonstrates most
irregular islands with straight flats on some of them. The
sample #3 has roundish nanostructures with large shape
deviation and the sample #1 shows intermediate picture
between two previous cases. The height of all annealed
nanostructures is around 30 nm.
It was mentioned above that colour variation of the
samples could be explained by their reflection spectra, which
are connected with plasmonic properties of nanostructures.
Fig. 4a demonstrates reflection spectra of the annealed and
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fast ramping furnace the quartz tube length was 35 cm and
the sample position was close to the exhaust of furnace. As a
heater were used tungsten lamps. The quartz tube was
covered by the heat absorbing shield (black lines in Fig. 1b).
The gas temperature in the tube was measured by
thermocouple and was used for process control. Nitrogen
was introduced through array of holes in the right part of the
furnaces. The sample #3 was annealed between two hot
plates in vacuum (Fig. 1c). Both hot plates had 4 inch in
diameter and were separated by 2.5 mm gap. The chamber
wall temperature was close to room temperature.
The silver films were deposited in the e-beam
evaporation system IM-9912 (Instrumentti Mattila Oy) at
base pressure of 2.7×10-5 Pa and at room temperature of the
substrate. Annealing of the sample #1 was done in the
diffusion furnace THERMCO Mini Brute MB-71. Annealing
of the sample #2 was done in the fast ramping furnace PEO601 from ATV Technology GmBH. Annealing of the sample
#3 was done in the wafer bonder AML AWB-04 from
Microengineering Ltd.
Plan view SEM images of the samples were observed with
the Zeiss Supra 40 field emission scanning electron
microscope. Reflectance measurements were carried out
using the FilmTek 4000 reflectometer in the spectral range
from 400 to 1700 nm. Crystalline structure of the silver films
was estimated by reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) observations with the help of the diffractometer
embedded in a molecular beam epitaxy tool.
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Figure 4. Reflection spectra for normal (a) and inclined (70º) light
incident for p-(b) and s- polarization (c). Dashed lines show calculated
spectra.

as-deposited samples at normal light incidence. In the Fig. 4b
and 4c the same spectra are shown for inclined light incident
(70º) and for p- and s- polarization, respectively. According
to surface colour, the sample #2 has main peak at the longest
wavelength 498 nm, the sample #3 at the shortest
wavelength 411 nm and the sample #1 at the intermediate
wavelength 449 nm for s-polarized light (Fig. 4c). The asdeposited sample (#4) has no reflection peaks in the range of
measurements, but it has trough at the wavelength 658 nm.
On the other hand, the sample #2 has no troughs at all
and the samples #3 and #1 have troughs at 694 nm and 806
nm, respectively. For p-polarized light strong reflection is
observed only in visible range (below 800 nm). In IR
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a)

b)

Figure 5. Temperature fields of the diffusion furnace for high (a) and low
(b) nitrogen flows. The gas inlet is on the right.

p-polarized reflectance falls down to 1-2% for all annealed
samples and to 5% for the as-deposited sample. In IR range
(above 1200 nm), spectra of the annealed samples coincide
with each other what justifies suggestion about identical
silver areal density. Dashed lines show theoretical spectra of
the samples, calculated with the help of bulk silver optical
parameters.
The RHEED showed relatively sharp, continuous Laue
circles in addition to amorphous background pattern for the
sample #3. Therefore, this sample contains separate
crystalline particles, but their orientation varies from island
to island [8]. For other samples, intensity and sharpness of
the diffraction patterns were weaker and decreased in the
following order: sample #1, as-deposited sample, sample #2.
In other words, sample #2 includes nanoislands with the
most disordered crystalline structure.
3D simulations of annealing process were done for the
diffusion furnace (Fig. 1a) with the help of software
COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a. Due to high computational
load the simulations were done in two phases. Firstly,
temperature and velocity fields inside of the empty furnace
were found. For this purpose two models were used in
coupled mode: general heat transfer model (calculates
thermal conduction and convection) and Navier –Stokes
model for non-isothermal flow. Gravitational force arisen
due to gas density variation was taken into account in the
Navier –Stokes model. At the second phase, the obtained
temperature and velocity of gas were used as boundary
conditions for simulation of silicon wafer heating in the hot
cylindrical tube. At this stage all heat transfer modes,
including sample, tube and gas thermal conduction,
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convection in nitrogen and surface-to-surface radiation were
taken into account.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the simulation results obtained at the
first phase. Temperature distributions in the diffusion furnace
(Fig. 1a) were calculated for quartz tube temperature 400 ºC
and for gas flows 8.3×10-5 standard m3/s (Fig. 5a) and
1.0×10-5 standard m3/s (Fig. 5b). Large flow of cold gas
creates non-uniform temperature distribution inside of the
tube and the gas temperature in the middle of the furnace
(below sample holder) can be 150 ºC lower than the tube
temperature (Fig. 5a). At the same place gas velocity reaches
maximum value 0.18 m/s. At small flow of nitrogen (Fig.
5b), temperature variation and gas velocity in the middle of
furnace do not exceed 15 ºC and 0.03 m/s, respectively.
Temperature and velocity fields near the wafer are
illustrated in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, respectively. They are
obtained at the second phase of simulations (temperature and
velocity of gas at the entrance are taken from Fig. 5a) for
nitrogen flow 8.3×10-5 standard m3/s and sample emissivity
=1. The internal furnace volume is divided by the waferholder in two parts – the upper one with high temperature
and low velocity and the lower one with low temperature and
high velocity. In the upper volume gas has temperature 398
ºC and slowly moves with velocity 0.02 m/s. In the lower
volume high temperature and velocity gradients exist.
However, the wafer temperature variation does not exceed
1ºC due to high thermal conductivity of silicon. In the
present experiment, the wafer temperature depends on tube
a)

b)

Figure 6. Temperature (a) and velocity (b) fields near the wafer for high
nitrogen flow and =1. Gas moves from right to left.
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temperature, nitrogen flow and wafer emissivity . Cross
sections of the temperature fields in the centre of the furnace
for =1 and =0 are given in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b,
respectively. Temperature of the heat absorbing sample ( =1)
is 35 ºC higher than temperature of the reflective sample
( =0). As a consequence, the temperature distribution in the
upper volume is more uniform for =1.
IV.

D ISCUSSION

Annealing of thin silver films is complicated by three
circumstances. Firstly, silver films and nanostructures are
melted at low temperature [3, 9, 10]. In our previous study
[5], it was shown that this melting point is close to 250 ºC.
However, this transformation happens only once and the
second heating of the sample does not change morphology of
silver nanostructures. Secondly, liquid silver tends to
spherical shape of nanoislands due to low cohesive forces to
SiO2 surface. Thirdly, silver is the best plasmonic material
[6] and silver nanostructures appeared after breaking apart
continuous film modify optical properties of the sample
surface [7].
The first sign of not identical annealing conditions in the
studied furnaces is different sample colours (Fig. 2) and

a)

b)

Figure 7. Vertical cross sections of the temperature fields at high
nitroghen flow in the centre of the furnace for =1 (a )and =0 (b).
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corresponding changing of reflection spectra after annealing
(Fig. 4). Reflection spectra demonstrate strong plasmon
properties of silver nanostructures formed after silver film
annealing. The troughs in the range 690 – 810 nm
correspond to dipole plasmon resonance and peaks at 410 –
500 nm correspond to quadrupole resonance [7]. The nonannealed sample possesses only very weak dipolar plasmon
resonance (see spectrum of as-deposited sample). Till some
extent plasmon properties can be estimated by the difference
between calculated and measured spectra – the larger
difference, the stronger plasmon resonances. Based on this
criterion, the strongest plasmon resonances are observed in
the sample #3. Plasmon properties are very sensitive to
asymmetry of dielectric environment. In the studied samples,
refractive index of silicon (n=3.5) is much higher than
refractive index of SiO2 (n=1.5). Due to this local electric
field is concentrated in silicon and optical properties of silver
are modified. It is illustrated by reflection of p-polarized
light (Fig. 4b), which mainly excites electric field at
silver/substrate interface. For p-polarization deviations of
real spectra from calculated ones are much larger than for spolarized light.
In Section III, we have shown that that all annealed
samples have close values of silver areal density and
nanostructure sizes. Therefore, relatively large redshift of
peaks and troughs in Fig. 4 cannot be only explained by
changing of island geometry. Due to identity of the studied
samples, the spectrum variations can be only connected with
material modification, e.g., changing of silver dielectric
function. Moreover, from spectral peak and trough
broadening (the broadest peak has sample #2) follows that
imaginary part of silver dielectric function increased [6].
Usually, annealing is used to improve and restore
crystalline structure. However, there are reports about
increased defect concentration in melted silver samples [11].
Our RHEED observations also showed that crystalline
structure of the annealed sample #2 is worse than structure
of the as-deposited one. Taking into account the broadest
reflection peak and absence of dipolar trough for sample #2
we can conclude that this sample has highest disorder of
crystalline structure among the studied samples.
In the diffusion furnace (Fig. 1a) the target temperature
400 ºC was supported on the external side of the quartz tube.
In the fast ramping furnace (Fig. 1b) the target temperature
400 ºC was supported inside of furnace, 1 cm above bottom
of the quartz tube. According to Fig. 6a the measured
temperature in this point can be 150 ºC lower than the tube
temperature, i.e., in our experiment the tube temperature of
the fast ramping furnace could be close to 550 ºC. Nitrogen
flow 8.3×10-5 standard m3/s is very low for the fast ramping
furnace (Fig. 1b) and provides laminar gas flow inside tube.
In case of diffusion furnace (Fig. 1a), the same nitrogen flow
is too high and provides turbulent gas flow in the lower part
of the tube (Fig. 5a). Higher temperature of the absorber
shield ( ~1) around the quartz tube makes thermal radiation
in the fast ramping furnace much higher than in the diffusion
one.
In case of thin silver layer on silicon, most of radiation
energy is absorbed in silver and during heating up in laminar
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gas flow (the fast ramping furnace) the silver temperature is
higher than the temperature of the substrate. In turbulent gas
flow, intensive heat exchange between silver and nitrogen
prevents overheating of silver nanostructures (the diffusion
furnace).
After melting silver starts to form droplets due to surface
tension forces and decreases silver areal density. However,
absorbed thermal radiation is proportional to silver areal
density or absorbing cross-section. Thus, geometry change
decreases radiative heat transfer to silver. The cold substrate
cools down silver nanostructures and causes their rapid
solidification. The quenching happens without proper
crystallization and silver solidifies in amorphous phase
(sample #2).
In case of low radiative heat transfer (samples #1, #3),
melting happens at higher substrate temperature and without
silver overheating. Depending on conductive and radiative
heat fluxes the melted silver is cooled with much lower rate
and solidifies in polycrystalline phase. In our study, sample
#3 has the best crystalline structure due to lower cooling rate
between two hot plates in vacuum. One of the reasons for
quenching in this case is reduction of the surface energy
[12]. Another reason is heating of silver nanostructures by
conductive flux through interfacial thermal resistance. Silver
melting acquires additional heat flux from the substrate to
the nanostructure. This heat flux increases temperature drop
on the interfacial thermal resistance between the substrate
and the silver droplet, what in turn leads to decreasing of
silver temperature and quenching.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that annealing of identical
samples in identical conditions, but in different furnaces
leads to different results. The effect of furnace operational
parameters (gas flow, sample and thermocouple position,
sample emissivity) on annealing of thin silver films has been
analyzed. Radiation heating of silver films can be very strong
and provides overheating of the silver relatively substrate.
However, silver areal density is shrunk after melting and
droplet formation what causes decrease of radiation heating.
As a result, melted structures are quenched to solid state with
irregular shape and high crystalline disorder. The effect
depends on rate of solidification and explains variation of
annealing results from furnace to furnace.
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Abstract—The composite Fe-C anode sputtering in a low
pressure arc discharge has been used to produce Fe containing
nanoparticles on a carbon matrix. The manufactured material
was calcined stepwise in air from 300 to 1100 K. This
procedure resulted in the formation of Fe oxides and oxidation
of carbon and converting it into gas phase. The results show
the change in morphology, chemical composition, crystalline
phases and magnetic susceptibility properties with annealing
temperature. This research is directed to elaborate on new
technologies for producing magnetic nanoparticles and
ferrofluids from their basis.
Keywords – magnetic nanoparticles; arc dicharge; ferrofluids.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles are mainly used in
ferrofluid technologies. Many chemical techniques are used
to synthesize iron oxide nanoparticles for ferrofluids,
including coprecipitation, hydrothermal reactions [1], sol–gel
method [2], micro emulsions techniques [3], flow injection
synthesis [4], aerosol/vapor methods, sonochemical reactions
[5], electro spray synthesis [6], and electrochemical synthesis
[7]. Nevertheless, the method mainly used for the generation
of magnetite nanoparticles is chemical coprecipitation
technique of iron salts [8] - [10]. Magnetic nanoparticles
could not be kept as a powder because of their small size and
strong interaction. Therefore, all the above mentioned
technologies use surfactants to prevent agglomeration of
magnetic nanoparticles directly in base fluids. In this paper,
we present a new technology for manufacturing magnetic
nanoparticles inside the carbon matrix, which allows the
transportation of magnetic nanoparticles as a powder.
The details of experimental setup and used probing
techniques are presented in section “Experimental
Development”. Section “Experimental Results” is devoted to
the results obtained by Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Thermo gravimetric
analysis (TGA), Raman scattering (RS) and magnetic
susceptibility measurements. It is underlined in conclusion
section that the arc discharge technology is perspective for
ferrofluid applications.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT

The experiments were carried out in a direct current
electric arc, which had a current of 120 A, in the buffer gas
(helium) at 25 Torr. The spray electrode (anode) was a
graphite rod 70 mm in length and 7 mm in diameter. A hole
(with the diameter of 4 mm) was drilled in the center of the
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electrode to be filled with graphite – carbonyl iron mixture
powder. Fe/C weight ratio was 2/1. Monatomic spray
products were diffused in the buffer gas from the hot zone of
the arc, which resulted in cooling and heterogeneous
condensation of the spray products. The composite material
was precipitated on a cooled shield located at 5 cm from the
arc discharge area. The synthesized material consist of iron
containing nanoparticles on a carbon matrix. For the second
step, the synthesized Fe-C composite was calcined for two
hours in air at 200, 300, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 700 and
800 °C. This procedure resulted in the formation of Fe
oxides and oxidation of carbon and removing it into the gas
phase. TEM, XRD, TGA, RS and magnetic susceptibility
measurements were used to test material properties at every
step.
High-resolution TEM images were obtained using the
JEM-2010 electron microscope (JEOL, Japan) with latticefringe resolution of 0.14 nm and accelerating voltage of 200
kV. The high-resolution images of periodic structures were
analyzed by the Fourier method. Local energy-dispersive Xray analysis (EDXA) was carried out using the EDX
spectrometer (EDAX Co.), which was fitted with a Si (Li)
detector, at (!!!) resolution of 130 eV. The samples for the
HRTEM study were prepared on a perforated carbon film
mounted on a copper grid.
XRD analysis was carried out using the Bruker
D8Advance diffractometer, which was equipped with the
Lynxeye (1D) linear detector, over the angular range of 10–
75◦ at 2Θ = 0.05◦ with the storage time of 1 s for each point.
Monochromatic CuK-radiation (1.5418˚A) was applied in
these experiments.
TGA experiments were performed by the DTG60 H
instrument (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments).
The Raman spectra were taken on the Spex Triplemate
instrument (Princeton Instruments, USA) at the wavelength
of 488 nm.
Magnetic susceptibility was measured by MS2
susceptibility/temperature system (Bartington, Great Britain).
III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Morphology of material
Electron microscopy of the synthesized material
indicated that it consist of amorphous carbon particles with
inclusions of crystal nanoparticles of 2–10 nm (see Figure 1).
Calcinations in air resulted in carbon removal g, oxidation of
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iron and junction of nanoparticles (see Figures 2, 3). The
morphology was transformed from separate nanoparticles
into the 3-D random connected structures with expending
size and the temperature of calcinations increasing.
B. Thermogravimetric analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis of synthesized materials has
been carried out in two ways. Firstly, is the use of DTG60
device, and secondly, is the step-wise calcinating at definite
temperature for two hours and measuring the weight loss.
Data are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 1. The morphology of synthesized material.

Figure 4. Thermogravimetric analysis.

Figure 2. The morphology of the material calcined at 400 °C.

Both curves show the weight increase at the initial stage.
Obviously, it is due to oxidation of iron containing particles.
The step-wise analysis demonstrates that at 200 °C, most
part of carbon reacts with oxygen (Fe nanoparticles
probably served as catalyst) and it is removes from the
sample. The reason for the observed difference is the fact
that the reaction times in both cases differed considerably.
C. Phase composition
X-ray diffraction spectroscopy shows that the
synthesized material consists of graphite, iron and iron
carbide (see Figure 5). Calcination of this material results in
a change in composition. Even when calcinating at 300 °C,
both α-Fe2O3 and γ-Fe2O3 crystalline forms of iron oxide
appeared, but iron and iron carbide lines disappeared in the
spectrum (see Figure 6).
X-ray diffraction spectroscopy shows that the
synthesized material consists of graphite, iron and iron
carbide (see Figure 5). Calcination of this material results in

Figure 3. The morphology of the material calcined at 800 °C.
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Figure 5. XRD spectrum of synthesized material.

change in composition. Even when calcinating at 300 °C,
both α-Fe2O3 and γ-Fe2O3 crystalline forms of iron oxide
appeared, but iron and iron carbide lines disappeared in the
spectrum (see Figure 6).
Further calcinations resulted in γ-Fe2O3 disappearing and
growing intensity of α-Fe2O3 (non-magnetic) as shown in
Figure 7. It is interesting to note that graphite line does not
disappear even at 800 °C.
D. Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra of materials calcinated at different
temperatures are shown in Figure 8. Practically, no signals
of iron oxides are seen up to the calcination temperature of
300 °C. The main lines are: 225, 299, 400, 500, and 613 cm1
. Most lines identify α-Fe2O3, but line 500 cm-1 is the sum
of γ-Fe2O3 (strong intensity) and α-Fe2O3 (week intensity)
[11]. Data obtained by RS confirm XRD data, but we
suppose that for our materials, XRD analysis is preferable
for identification of phase composition with respect to
Raman scattering.
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Figure 6. The XRD spectrum of material calcinated at 300 °C.
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Figure 7. The XRD spectra of material calcinated at different
temperatures..
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Figure 8. Raman spectrum of material calcinated at different
temperatures.

E. Magnetic susceptibility
To measure magnetic susceptibility, about 200 mg of
synthesized material was loaded into the measuring dish. The
temperature dependency was measured by heating the
sample and then cooling it in air. Results are shown in Figure
9. Heating in air resulted in chemical reaction with oxygen
and phase transition as it was noted before. So, the final
weight of the sample was about 135 mg in accordance with
TGA measurements (see Figure 4). The same reason is that
magnetic susceptibility was close to zero, while cooling.
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The arc discharge technology of manufacturing magnetic
nanoparticles has been suggested and realized. The
morphology, phase composition and magnetic susceptibility
have been measured at calcination in air of up to 800 °C. We
consider the synthesized material perspective for ferrofluid
applications.
The future research of this work is directed to
optimization of the arc discharge parameters to reach the
maximal value of magnetic susceptibility.
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